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Winter is here and it’s a big drip

Coors beer offers
free brewery trip
to boycotting A.S.
The trip is designed as a "fact -finding -mission" that would
take place sometime in January, Kaiser said.
The A.S. has been boycotting Coors for its alleged "unfair
and discriminatory labor practices" for the last two years.
The boycott is a "sympathetic gesture on the part of A.S.,"
according to A.S. Director of Business Affairs Mark Meador.
Meador said the A.S. action was a show of support for the
boycotts against Coors by the AFL-CIO, the G.I. Forum and
national women’s groups.
Coors has been accused of union busting activities by the
AFL-CIO and of discriminatory hiring practices by the other
interest groups.
Recently, however, the validity of the A.S. boycott has been
questioned by several members of the A.S. board of directors
and some campus organizations.
Despite these doubts, A.S. President Mike Medina has
supported the A.S. stand all year long.
MatS1111101a

SJSU Computer Science freshman Normita Bermillo tries to stay dry yesterday as the first major rainstorm of the year
poured on Northern California. Though winds were gusting to 35 mph, no serious damage was reported on campus.
The National Weather Bureau Service said the storm should blow over by Friday.

Alcohol at S.U. events Unidentified man leaps
approved by Fullerton from 10th St. garage
by Nancy Young
President Gail Fullerton requested three additional stipulations be
added to a policy adopted by the Student Union Board of Governors
SUBOG 1 concerning the use of alcohol at dances and concerts in the Student
Union.
The new policy was initiated from a response to a request by the InterFraternity Council IFC 1 to use the Student Union for a formal dance serving alcohol to be held in the spring
Fullerton has requested the new policy be granted under the following
stipulations:
That a seperate room for serving alcohol be established and that the
alcohol must be sold, not given away.
That a one -day liquor license be obtained from Alcoholic Beverage
Control ( ABC1 for the functions.
That the new policy be enacted on an experimental basis only.
Board members expressed doubt as to whether or not a seperate room
for serving alcohol would prevent minors from entering the room.
"I’m sure it’s a contro:led factor," said Ron Barrett, director of the
Student Union.
Other doubts centered around the restrictions imposed by ABC when
requesting a one-day liquor license.
According to Bob Martin, SUBOG member, California State University
at Hayward has had no problems in obtaining such a license on a weekly
basis.
The existing stipulations in the new policy are as follows:
That such dances be formal functions.
That each group not have more than one function per year.
That if alcohol, i.e. beer and wine, is served in the presence of minors,
hired security personnel serve the alcohol and control the access of minors
to it.
That the group post a reasonable security deposit with the Student
Union staff.
That the group adhere to all other requirements already in effect in
the Student Union.
The board views the IFC dance as setting a precedent and will be
crossing its fingers, according to board member Michael Tasi. Tasi said the
IFC knows SUBOG is carefully scrutinizing the event.

An unidentified man jumped to
his death from the fifth level of the
Tenth Street garage early last
evening.
The man, whose name has been
withheld pending notification of kin,
was pronounced dead on arrival at
San Jose Hospital.
According to SJSU Officer Gary
Aguirre, the man, approximately 50years of age, jumped from the South
side of the garage at approximately
5:15 p.m.
The jump was reported by two
attendants in the garage, Lt.
William George and JoAnne
Theoharis, a student at SJSU.
According to Theoharis, the
man followed her on patrol of the
fourth and fifth levels. She called for
assistance when she realized the
man was acting in a strange manner, appearing to be either drunk or
depressed.
When George answered the call,
he immediately went to the fifth
level, where Theoharis was waiting.
"We asked him what he was
doing," said George. "All he did was
look at us and then jumped."
"He was just walking back and
forth, following me around,"
Theoharis had. "We had to ask him
what he was doing there and he just
grabbed hold of the ledge and
jumped off."

Group aids ’battered’ profs
by Tom Mays
SJSU Librarian Jack
Douglas said he has been
battered both mentally and
academically at this
university.
He said he has taken
his share of knocks from
the administration, suffering emotionally because
of the retention, tenure and
promotion process and the
loss of a position in New
College when it was
abandoned earlier this
semester.
He humorously started
3 battered faculy support
group last year to round up
instructors who have been
involved
in
similar
situations.
But now, he said, the
instructors involved in the
informal organization are

taking it more seriously.
The main concern of
the group is the RTP
process, which Douglas
said is "a rather cruel
process of weeding out
faculty members."
When faculty members
go before RTP committees,
they submit a dossier
containing material that
proves their educational
worth and letters of
from
recommendation
fellow faculty members.
"You have to prove
your worth," he said. "It’s
hard to do to brag about
yourself.
"The burden of proof
falls on you," he continued.
"It’s not a pleasant
situation."
Douglas compares the

emotional Iraurna of failing
an RTP hearing to failing
in school.
"It’s just like thinking
you’re going to get an A on
a test and finding out you
got an F," he said.
The battered faculty
support group, according
to Douglas, does what it
can to help faculty
members through hard
times.
The group generally
goes to hearings, gives
advice and general support
to RTP participants.
"Battered
faculty
members have been there
before, and they know what
it’s like, ’ he said.
Faculty members
occasionally are asked to
participate on RTP

committees to help
evaluate their colleagues.
Douglas is presently on
serving one
both sides
committee and facing
another.
He said he doesn’t like
either position.
some
suppose
"I
faculty members think I’m
a cry baby," he said. "But
it’s demoralizing."
He said he wants
people to be made aware of
the emotional trauma that
people go through in the
RTP situation.
One instructor who
may have faced emotional
trouble years ago because
of political beliefs, Douglas
said, was Jack Kurzweil, a
communist.
-continued on back page

"He just jumped off," she
continued, "my God, I don’t know
why."
"He was a really short, fat
man," she continued. "He really
looked like he was upset over
something."
"I don’t believe he was a
student," said Officer Aguirre. "As
a matter-of-fact, I could bet he
wasn’t a student. He was probably
just a transient."

According to director of community affairs, Bob Fudenna.
the date of the trip is tenatively set for Jan. 12 and 13 of next
year.
Fudenna, the main contact between the board and Coors,
will conduct a meeting of the five-member task force today in
the A.S. Council chambers on the third floor of the Student Union
at 2 p.m.
SJSU is not the first to send a fact-finding task force to the
Coors brewery, according to Kaiser. Stanford University sent its
student government there last year and, upon their return, lifted
its boycott on Coors.
The Stanford trip was paid for by Coors, and Kaiser said,
that type of’ trip offering" is a common practice by Coors.
fur
"It’s a good way for these people to come here a
themselves what goes on here," he said. "We’ -..e done nothing
wrong and we’ll open our doors to prove it:
Kaiser said that Coors has P-.:i.ended the trip invitations to
the large groups boycotting
beer as well as the small ones.
said
Forum took Liie trip and dropped the boycott," Kaiser
said."
-continued on back page
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"In The Chips -- Silicon Valley" is a new board game that involves business investment. Shown here is
game co -creator Gary Suda, a former SJSI I graduate

SJSU grad is ’In the Chips’

Valley life is just a game
by Holiy Allen
Silicon Valley can now be
wrapped up and put under the
Christmas treeor a replica of it
anyway.
"In the Chips Silicon Valley,"
is a new board game based on real
businesses, universities and media
of the Santa Clara Valley.
The game was developed by two
local people as a first-time venture.
SJSU graduate Gary Suda and his
cousin Terry Bohme now make up
the company, called Tega, which is
located in San Jose.
The game is Tega’s first venture

and it has been quite successful,
according to Suda. Since Nov. 22,
when Tega received the final
product, more than 1,000 games
have been sold.
Stores selling the games include
Games Etc. in San Jose, Texas Toys
in Mountain View and various
Payless and Long’s stores. Students
can purchase the game in the
Spartan Bookstore for $14.25.
"It’s hard for us to believe that
it’s going to be a big seller," Suds
said. "We’ve had feedback from
companies that bought it and they
seem to have good things to say
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by Stephen D. Siroth
In an effort to sway the SJSU Associated Students government away from its boycott of Coors beer, the brewing company
has offered to send five A.S. board members on an all -expensepaid trip to its brewery in Golden, Co., according to Coors
representative Bob Kaiser.
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about it.
"People are buying it for the
local nature. A lot of people buy it for
the design of the cover," he added.
"It’s a gift for someone who seems
to have everything."
Throughout the game there are
local universities such as SJSII and
the University of Santa Clara. Large
businesses include Varian. Intel,
Hewlett Packard and Amdahl.
There are various banks and ear
dealerships in addition to the San
Jose Mercury and KI.OK radio.
-continued on pages
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Cheating leniency makes diplomas worthless
by Tom Mays
Staff Writer

The so-called "punishment" for academic cheating at
SJSU is far too lenient, and is liable to turn diplomas into
worthless pieces of paper.
Probation and an "F" in the class are not deterrents;
they simply show the habitual cheater that getting caught
is no big deal.

No one likes a cheater either.
:CI is going to give the time of day to a cheater who
received an "A" on a test and who probably came closer
to opening a bottle of wine instead of a college text the
night before the big exam.
Maybe an honest "A" student wouldn’t take the hurt
so bad, but a struggling student who fumbles and flounders on the test after spending numerous nerve-racking

’Instead of probation, students should be
permanently expelled from the university’
This would also tend to encourage cheating at SJSU
since the horrible mystery has been taken out of the mode
of punishment.
Students will no longer wonder if the sky will come
crashing down upon their heads if they get caught.
After brief administrative supervision in the form of
probation, students are free to continue to cheat, and can
copy the Bible, word for word, if they wanted to.
What may even be worse is the burden it places on
honest students.
Cheating unfairly expands the class grading curve so
it may be an uphill battle for the honest achiever to stay in
even keel with the class "copy cat."

hours of studying the night before, has a right to feel a
little cheated himself.
The problem is not just here at SJSU.
According to a study at the University of Nebraska, 60
percent of the male students polled said they would be
willing to cheat if under severe pressure to do well.
A Princeton University study found that 34 percent of
those polled said that they had cheated at one time or
another on a test.
If this is the case everywhere, then the job opportunities of every graduate are jeopardized, and
education just becomes an archaic synonym for success.

Although there is a California law forbidding the sale
There is no definite solution to eliminate cheating
from the educational system. but there are ways to curb of research papers. there has never been a conviction
since it was passed four years ago.
it.
Finally, foreign students should be deported if they
For one, punishments should be more harsh to
at’ caught cheating.
discourage the incident from occurring.
Instead of probation, students should be permanently
In a Spartan Daily article earlier this week, Electrical
expelled from the university.
Engineering Department Chairman Evangelos
Also, an "X" grade, similar to the one being used at Moustakas said one foreign student caught cheating told
the University of Pennsylvania. should be used on tran- him that cheating was "a way of life in his country."
scripts so prospective employers and graduate solusvls
Well, it certainly isn’t a way of life here. If foreign
can be made aware of the incident.
students cannot adhere to Americ an values, then they
from
Presently, cheating information is withheld
shouldn’t be allowed to stay.
personal records, and an "F" grade doesn’t prove
It is also going to take a conscientious effort on the
anything.
i which part of instructors and students to prevent such incidents
Cliff Notes and ready-made term papers
publishers claim are used strictly for research, and are from occurring.
If cheating continues to be ignored, then there will be
not to be used for credit) should be abolished because
no true meaning to a quality education.
their functions are abused.

Campus is ’ghetto of youth";
elderly student input needed
1)3. Sand) Kleffman
,U,ti Writer

The traditional college campus is a "ghetto of youth."
College-aged students, when moving into a dormitory
or other campus housing, are segregated into a rather
unnatural conununity with few young children, middleaged people or elderly adults.
Students tend to associate only with their own age
group.
In our mobile society, even contact with the older
members of one’s own family ( parents, grandparents,
aunts and uncles) is infrequent.
Students are not learning from the experience of older
adults.
At least, this is true at most college campuses. But a
few universities in the country are experimenting with
mixing the age groups on campus.
This should be encouraged at all universities.
The University of California at Santa Cruz offers
campus housing to people 60 years of age and older. The
older students live side by side with younger students in
one of the campus dormitories.
At a Ilon(ersity in Washington, campus housing is
offered for older students as well as a day-care center for
students with children. The purpose is to attract all age
groups.
For a student who moves away from home for the first
time, it’s nice to have an older person to chat with.
Older adults can add to the educational resources of a
university by bringing a wealth of knowledge to school
with them.
Too often, there is a gap between book learning and
learning from experience. It is sometimes difficult to see
the connection between what is read in school and what
happens in the real world.
Older adults can aid in making those connections.
In history classes, an older student could provide a

The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office ( JC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, c/o the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class

new perspective on events which are being studied. Senior
citizens can make recent history come alive by relating
what it was like to live through it.
Traditionally, the only person with a great deal of
experience in a class is the teacher. Older adults can
provide additional viewpoints and enliven discussions.
Fears that younger students may have of growing
older can be relieved as they see that older people can be
active, healthy and continue to contribute to society.
Younger students can begin to view aging as a natural
part of living.
Older adults can also provide faculty members with a
new dimension in their teaching careers.
Just as importantly, older adults can benefit by
returning to school.
There is no reason why the early years in a person’s
life should be the only time for education. People in their
later years can also benefit from the stimulation can
growth of continued learning.
The anxiety that older adults may have about a
rapidly changing world can be relieved through friendships that span the Age barrier.
Older adults can design courses of particular interest
to them Isuch as peat-retirement, death and dying) which
can prove valuable to younger students as well.
California has enacted a special fee waiver program
which allows persons 60 years of age and older to attend
classes without paying admission and registration fees.
There are approximately 80 persons enrolled under this
program at SJSU.
This is a step in the right direction. But we need more
programs similar to the one at UC Santa Cruz where older
adults can live on campus and participate fully in college
life.
For years, people have been talking about racial
integration.
How about a little gray integration?

standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Opinion Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
and
columns
Comments,
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
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Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.
Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.

U.S. DECLARES ViCTbRY N WAR ON POVERTY AND PULLS

Backing in
harmful?

Can’t satisfy
’every desire’

Editor:
Monday, as I approached my
car in the 10th Street Garage, I
noticed a yellow piece of paper lying
placidly on my windshield. I
imagine my surprise to discover a
parking ticket on a car, that from all
appearances was legally parked.
Visibly shocked, I read on to see
that the henious crime of which I
was convicted was backing into the
parking stall.
Normally, I would write off a
parking ticket to stupidity on my
part, but this time I feel like I’ve
been screwed. What possible harm
could there be in backing in a car
into a stall? I do it to try to hide the
rather expensive stereo set up in my
car.
Could someone find out why this law
has become effective, before the toy
cops find me again?
Eric Stouffer
Advertising

Editor:
I find it difficult to believe that
your newspaper allowed an article
like Kathy Dutro’s "Abolish early
morning finals; they are inhumane,
unfair" to be published.

Editor:
As a Christian and as a man who
was involved in the presidential
campaign this year, I must take
issue with the commentary written
by David Jacob in which he advocated the removal of the Moral
Majority from the political process.
Would Jacob "outlaw" the
activities of the Sierra Club because
they are only interested in environmental issues and push for proenvironment candidates? Would he
do the same thing to the NAACP
because they support candidates
who are in favor of busing?
The Moral Majority is no different from any of these groups, as
they support candidates who they
agree with on moral issues. It is
their association with the church
that makes people afraid of the
Moral Majority, a part of man’s fear
Of the Lord.
To disallow the activities of the
Moral Majority would be a denial of
the First Amendment right to free
speech.
Richard de Give
Journalism
sophomore

The people who read the Spartan
Daily are students at SJSU who are
here to get an education and to put
forth a few years of their life in order
that the years after graduation
might be better for them.
I do not believe students need to
have their every desire satisfied by
university policy, and morning
finals are no exception.
It is not difficult to come to the
realization that if a student went to
bed early Sunday night, he should
have no problem functioning at 7:15
Monday morning. Not only did the
article ignore this obvious solution,
but it dragged its comical reasoning
even further.
It went on to claim that students
who can function at 7:15 in the
morning are "genetic freaks." How
can Dutro, obviously a "journalistic
freak," even pretend to believe such
a thing? And even worse. I think she
really believes it.
I think that it is a student’s
obligation to set finals week as a top
priority; and going to bed early to be
ready for an early morning final is
certainly no big sacrifice.
Should Dutro’s claim that people
aren’t coherent in the morning be
true, then surely she wrote her
article long before the break of
dawn.
Chris Eidler
Electrical Engineering
freshman

Ronald Reagan
’not a fascist’
Editor:
I don’t know about anyone else,
but I’m getting pretty fed up with
people mocking our government and
political system.
Ronald Reagan is not a fascist,
and I believe he will put this country
back on its feet again. So if you
believe in fascism, Jim Goulding,
you and your "Young Fascists" can
take a hike to Russia or China. As
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they say. "America, love it or leave
it."
Alan Keets
Engineering
junior
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A ’67 injury destroys baseball career

Conigliaro--batter’s box to broadcast booth
by Joan Casserly
It was a simple case of
life long dream being
shattered to bits.
A high inside pitch by
California Angels’ pitcher
Jack Hamilton ultimately
ended the potentially
baseball
spectacular
career of Boston Red Sox
outfielder Tony Conigliaro
on August 18, 1967.
pitch
This
one
destroyed a career that
would have been nothing
short of brilliant, as far as
Conigliaro is concerned. He
exhibited little humility
whe discussing what he
could have accomplished if
his career had not been so
drastically shortened by
the eye injury he sustained
when he was beaned by the
pitch. Conigliaro’s left eye
has a permanent blind
spot.
"I think I could have
become the greatest righthanded power hitter of all
time," he said, adding that
he believes he could have
surpassed Hank Aaron’s
career home run record of
755.
Conigliaro
was
definitely off to a
reasonable start, chalking
up 104 round-trippers by
the age of 22. He also was
the youngest player ever to
lead the American League
in
home runs,
accumulating 32 in 1965 at the
age of 20.
Thirteen years after
the incident which altered
the entire course of his life,
Conigliaro is one of the
most recognizable sportscasters in the Bay Area.
He has been a part of San
Francisco news media for
five years and serves as a
sports anchorman and
reporter for KRON-TV,
Channel 4.
Conigliaro acknowledges the fact that he
currently would not be in
broadcasting if he’d never
been a professional athlete.
"I’d probably be a
lobster fisherman in New
England, or a carpenter,"
he said.
Conigliaro scored a
surprising and much acclaimed
baseball
comeback in 1969 and 1970
when his vision temporarily improved. His
dream was still alive as he
belted 36 homeruns and hit
for a .266 average in 1970
and also received "Come
Back Player of the Year"
honors.
However the injury
proved to be quite costly as
the vision in his left eye
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and gave him a rousing
standing ovation.
"The people of
Massachusetts truly appreciated what I had gone
through," he said.
As for what destroyed
his career, does Conigliaro
believe the major leagues
are strict enough dealing
with a pitcher who intentionally throws at a
batter?
"Absolutely not," he
emphatically replied.
He cited in the recent
World Series when
Philadelphia Phillies
Noles
pitcher Dickie
knocked down Kansas
Brett,
with
a
City’s George
pitch.
"It was a knock -down
pitch," Conigliaro said.
"They instantly should
have thrown him out of the
game."

photos by Eva Allen
once more deteriorated. At
the age of 26, before most
players even hit their
prime, Conigliaro was
forced to find a new job.
Good looks don’t hurt
in the television world, and
Conigliaro’s attractiveness
probably worked to his
Conigliaro
advantage.
stands about 6-3 and is on
the lean side, apparently
dropping weight since his

wasn’t until six months ago
that he finally relaxed
when broadcasting.
"I think I’m all right
now," he said. "I feel like
I’ve come a long way."
Channel 7 in San
Francisco was the long
time
employer
of
Conigliaro before he was
relieved of his duties
earlier this year.
"Channel 7 is a sore

my salary is lower."
But baseball is not yet
out of his system.
Conigliaro has been in
contact with the new
owners of the Oakland A’s
and the Chicago White Sox
discussing the possibility of
a coaching career.
As for the current state
of major league baseball,
Conigliaro said he doesn’t
resent players who are
earning million dollar
contracts.
"I never begrudge
anyone who is making
more money than I am," he
said.
But
he
did
acknowledge the fact that
these high salaries will
ultimately lead to the
demise of the sport.
Baseball has become a
serious business, he said.
are
"Ballplayers
pricing themselves into a
real battle," Conigliaro
added.
Conigliaro, who spent
six seasons with the Boston
Red Sox and a half-season
with the California Angels
said there are obvious
between
differences

Conigliaro: ’I think I
could have been the
greatest right-handed power hitter of all time’
playing days. His thick
brown hair is streaked with
distinguished grey. But the
most noticeable thing
about Tony Conigliaro is
his large expressive brown
eyes that reveal no clue of
his injury.
Conigliaro described
the professional athlete-tosportscaster transition as
"extremely hard."
*There is no comparison," he said. "Just
having the knowledge isn’t
enough."
Experience is the most
vital tool one can possess in
the field of broadcasting,
he said. In the beginning,
Conigliaro explained, he
would
worry
about
mistakes and "the more I’d
worry, the more mistakes
I’d make."
His
broadcasting
career
started
in
Providence, R. I., where he
did one year of television.
Conigliaro’s sportscaster training consisted
of two months of on-the-air
practice tapes.
He went into actual onthe-air reporting "maybe a
little sooner than I should
have.
"But you learn every
time you go on," he added.
For four and a half
years Conigliaro was not at
ease on the set and it

spot on my brain," he
commented, the bitterness
clearly evident in his tone.
Conigliaro said he was
"harassed and unjustly
fired." So much in fact,
that he has filed a million
dollar lawsuit against
KGO-TV.
He added that he is
having "twice as much fun
at Channel 4 even though
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,amlicwaser.lor Moe lantahrb.101;h1,941,1,..ICIJ tr:ining
nurse. and nec pad. who an Return;
contrelwnsin critical care trairimg.
to apply for to,, program or tor rnore
intormation about opportunities available .n our
challenging Crlindli Care Department call or
Send your resume to %lune Recruiter.
& Health Center,
14101 5411.1416, lierria Nuptial
6061 Dwight W.f, Dergeler, CA 647191.
opportunity emplose,

4115HEqual
errick Hospital and Health Center
, rho. 1.1 li.

brother Billy also played
with the Red Sox Club.

Eastern fans "eat,
sleep, drink baseball." he
said, adding that Boston
fans probably even know
what type of underwear
Carl Yastrzemski wears.

Conigliaro signed with
the Boston team at the age
of 17 for a bonus of $20,000.
In his first major league atbat in 1964 he hit the first
pitch out of the ballpark.
Conigliaro remembers that
as the second greatest
thrill of his playing career.
He concluded his rookie
year with a .290 batting
average and 24 home runs,
despite injuries.

Whereas the easterners are much more intense, and consistently
supportive, western fans
only will support a winning
team.
Conigliaro was born on
Jan. 7, 1945 in Revere,
Mass., the eldest of three
boys. Conigliaro’s younger

Fenway Park after his eye
injury in 1969. The crowd
responded supportively

JOHN’S NATURAL FOODS
Natural Vitamins & Minerals

SPECIAL DIET

FOOD

Homeopathic Products - Cell

Salts

STUDENT DISCOUNT
10% With Student ID

534 S. Bascom Ave. 293-0703

But Conigliaro’s
fondest memory of his
playing days was when he
returued to
Boston’s

\

Tidings of
comfort and joy.
Birkenstocks.
For Men and Women

RESTORATIONS

fitri.A11,45

-74
(_;. B.

-

Import

Close to Campus

Autos

CALL GREG TODAY FOR AN APPT.
286-0371
15 S.

S4aeet

AUIOMOTIVE

Specially

60 S. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
292-4864

AUTUMN. SAN JOSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
SUPPORT YOUR ALUMNI

M -F 9:30-5
SAT 9:30-4

PUBLIC NOTICE STEREO SALE
AMERICAN SOUND will dispose of their inventory surplus of car stereo equipment. The items
listed below and more different items will be sold on a first -come, first -served basis at these locations: Royal Executive Inn, 820 E. El Camino Real, Santa Clara on Saturday, December 6th, and at
the Best Western Thunderbird Motor Lodge, Fremont on Sunday, December 7th.
-- ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST -- 10 A.M.-3 P.M.
VALUE
AM/FM CASSETTE
CAR STEREOS IN DASH
AM/FM 8 -TRACKS
CAR STEREO IN DASH

liTioH ICU Training

baseball on the east and
west coasts.

When a pitcher intentionally throws at a
batter "they should toss
him out, suspend and fine
him,"
Conigliaro
remarked, "And they
should put his hands on the
ground and run them over
with a motorcycle," he said
with a slight chuckle.
"I am only kidding,"
he quickly added.
But maybe he wasn’t.

$39
’129

’95

8 -TRACK CAR
STEREOS, UNDERDASH

’49

CASSETTE CAR
STEREOS, UNDERDASH

’73

AM/FM 8 -TRACK
PUSH BUTTON 40 WATTS
AM/FM CASSETTE CAR
STEREOS, IN DASH
AM/FM CASSETTE CAR
STEREOS IN DASH FOR
SMALL CARS

DISPOSAL
PRICE
Each

’120
140

AM/FM CASSETTE
DIGITAL READOUT

$39

CAR SPEAKERS
GIANT MAGS

$19
Each

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS
FOR CAR, HI -WATTAGE

$29

2 -WAY
CAR SPEAKERS

Each

lad

$99
$295

VALUE

Each

$59
t.r.h

$89
Each

$249

$149
Ebel,

$49

119

Each

$59

$129

Each

$
:37

AM/FM IN DASH CASSETTE
HI FILTER 40 WAITS

295

AM/FM CASSETTE FOR CAR
WITH AUTO REVERSE
AM/FM CASSETTE DIGITAL
READOUT/ ELECTRONIC
TUNING

DISPOSAL
PRICE

Each

$139
loch

$89

180

Each

$

’395

19

199

Moosehead.
Canada’s Premium Beet

Some Items Refurbished
Buy one or all of the above quantities listed the public is invited!

Sat.,

Dec. 6th in Santo Clara and Sun.,

(With Check Guarantee
in Fremont.

Dec. 7th

Moosehead, Canada’s Premium Beer,
is on the loose in America.
Taste the light, yet hearty and robust beer
from the wilderness of Canada.
It’s head and antlers above the rest

Each

ALL MERCHANDISE WITH FULL WARRANTIES
VISA, MASTER CARD, CASH, PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME

The
Moose
is
Loose.

Card Only)
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General
Books
ihilata CANDO

717.

CUSTOMER
’1"[3 APPRECIATION
DAY
Clothing

FRIDAY
DEC. 5, 1980
7:15 am.
5:00 p.m.

Electronics

ACADEMIE
BOOK OF
COLORS

IDEIIRIE13113111110

10% OFF
All items
in Bookstore

Health
and
Beauty

RIGHT
GUARD
-

Spada%
Bookstom

San Jose State University
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’

Excedrin
MUSIC Wall IS

feature
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Game calls for a shrewd mind
-continued from front page
also be games for Los Angeles and San Diego.
"There is a lot of decision making on the board," Suda
"We also have some national games we want to do but
said. Players can either take the education route or the we want to wait until our cash flow is up," Suda said.
business route. The business route offers immediate high
How does one become such an overnight success?
Suda, who majored in political science and minored in
salaries, but the education route offers advantages later
in the game
business, said "education helps considerably, but you also
Looking at the game is similar to looking at a map of learn from experience."
Santa Clara Valley. Major highways, tourist attractions
and points of interest are graphically displayed on the
board.
rho Campus Children, Center Presents the Annual
These drawings include the Winchester Mystery
Great
America,
the
Center for PerHouse, Marriott’s
forming Arts and SJSU Tower Hall.
According to Suda, the game takes about 45 minutes 9
Arts Crafts
Food
Entertainment
to play.
S.J. Student Union
"A lot of people like it because it has a definite
Tues., Dec. 2nd -Sat., Dec. 6th
beginning and end," Suda said.
According to the directions, the object of the game is
9 A.M. - 4 P.M.
"to negotiate your way through the valley and make your
211 S. Ninth St.
wealth through proper management of your income in
To benehl he Frances Gulland
home purchases and business investments." The game
Child Dovelopmen, Crow,
ends when every player completes the trip around the
board. The investments are then totalled. The player with
the most money is the winner.
Suda said his cousin had the original idea for the
game.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING
"He was originally planning to make a guide for the
Santa Clara Valley," Suda said. "It progressed from a
AFTER SCHOOL??
guide to a game. The concept has changed a lot since we
first put it together."
Consider San Jose Hospital’s New
Suda said the partnership has worked out well.
Graduate Trairiii,g Program.
For Suda and Bohrne, the major obstacle in the
beginning was funding. The original funding was provided
We are currently taking applications for the
by friends and relatives. The idea began in May, and the
following training programs to begin Mid -January.
money was raised by August.
"To avoid the extra cost, we did a lot of the things
Provisional Graduate Training
ourselves," Suda said.
So wee& structured program NI the
Both Suda and Bohrne quit their former jobs to
new greduate111111. wrth B.S.N. or 54
manage the new company. They are already considering
future projects.
Critical Care Training
"We’re in the p-ocess of working on about six other
So month proursm for thellOW preduele
games that are in various areas," Suda said. "In the
Chips-San Francisco should be out in April." There will
FOR DETAILED INFORMATION CONTACT:

FANTASY FAIRE

NURSES

Learn to Fly in 30 Days

ONLY $369.00

photo by Eva Allen

Fantasy Faire participant Shirley Clark sits placidly among a few of her friends -- homemade Raggedy
Ann dolls that take six hours to stitch together

Includes 10 hours of dual Hight instruction, 2
hours ground school, 6 hours audio visual. Also
available Beech Aero Club memberships.

Handcrafted holiday baubles
dazzle Fantasy Faire buyers
by Nancy Young
A student making a
usual jaunt through the
Student Union may be
slightly perlexed by the
new environment.
being
Besides
everyone’s favorite
hangout, this week the
Student Union has been
into
a
transformed
Christmas Fantasy Faire,
where leather crafts,
jewelry, ornaments and
many other hand-crafted
articles decorate all four
levels.
The 11th Annual
Fantasy Faire got underway Tuesday as 80
artisans poured into the
Student Union to set up
booths to display their
wares for students and
visitors.
Fifteen percent of the
proceeds will be donated to
the Frances Gulland Child
Development Center, a
student organization at
SJSU.
The center, located at
405 S. 10th St., became a
student organization in
January and receives
funding from the State
Office of Child Development and the A.S.
The center advertised
for artists and chose artisans whose items were

handcrafted.
According to Rona
Wooley, director of the
center, there is a waiting
list of artists who want to
sell their work at the faire.
Many merchants have
participated in the faire for
years, some as long as
seven.
At the end of the first
day, the merchants seemed
to agree that business was
not as good as it had been in
the previous years.
Wooley attributes the
decrease in sales to unfavorable media coverage
of the campus.
"San Jose has had such
bad press," she said. "I’m
worried people will stay
away from the faire
because of this factor.
"I don’t see why, there
are a lot of good people
here at San Jose State."
According to Wooley,
inflation may be another
factor hindering profits
this year. The bulk of the
are
clientele
faire’s
students, and students, by
nature, she said, are
usually poor.
On the lower level,
barely visible behind a
display of Raggedy Ann
dolls, Shirley Clark puts a
finishing touch, a ribbon on
a doll which took her

almost six hours to complete.
This is Clark’s fifth
year as a participant in the
faire. She is contacted
every year by mailing list
and her dolls are inspected
by a "jury" as she calls it,
to determine the quality of
the merchandise and to see
if the items are hand-made.
According to Wooley,
the jury requested the
merchants not display any
items that are not handmade, but many merchants have, she said, and
have been requested to put
the items away.
On the first level, a
merchant admitted to a
potential buyer that he
sells leather notebooks to
get readership for his
poems which are inscribed
on the inside cover.
Tina Bloodgood has
been involved with the
Fantasy Faire for three
years. She claims SJSU
brings her good luck selling
her ornaments made from
glass bottles.
"I love this fair," she
said. "I participate in
many art shows, but I
really love this one because
a lot of people participate
in it."
Bloodgood claims
business at the Faire is not

JIM SHELLY

San Jose Hospital
Personnel Department
675 E. Santa Clara Street
San Jose, CA 95112
Or Ca: 9903212

WESTERN AVIATION
FLIGHT CENTER, INC.

’

Reid-Hillview Airport
San Jose

(Deech AeroClub.

as good as it had been in
previous years.
’’The economy has
made it hard on many
artists," she said. "I have
to watch what I buy and
I’m sure all of the others
watch their budgets also."
A diversity of entertainment is presented
daily on the upper pad.
Tuesday’s entertainment
included several performances by SJSU
Opera
Community
which gave
Theater,
several performances of
the opera "Amahl."
Many of the children
from the center kicked off
the festivities by singing
Christmas carols before a
large audience on Tuesday.
The atmosphere at the
has
Student Union
definitely changed, for the
anyway,
time being,
ringing of Christmas as
early shoppers stuff bags to
the brim with unique gifts
for friends.
The faire will continue
through Saturday, 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.

258-9378
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Shopping Simplifier
Courtesy of

Champagne Served
Models to help choose the gift
TUESDAY NIGHTS
DECEMBER 9- 16 - 23

Dress
Blouse
Skirt
Stockings
Shoes
Bust
Waist
Hips
Height

,
:I
:.
1,

VALLCO FASP.1011 PARK

I

446 - 1911

LADIES
Give this to that man in your life
and tell him he is invited to "Men’s
Night" at the
EL PASEO DE SARATOGA STORE
Bldg. 408

NewThings VaUco and NewThings
El Paseo
Two
totally different
stores, with two totally different
looks to give you a wider selection
of clothing and shoes. Best priced
GOLD in the Valley at our Vallco
Store.
Come see US first
Save a trip to the City.
Dressy dresses and shoes

Weight
Bring In her measurements.
We’ll do the rest.

EL PASEO DE SARATOGA
866- 9355
#408

?

DEMETRI’S JEWELRY SHOWROOM
Hundreds 0114k gold chains
NOS"

44
rj,, 4’047
rp4,_
riej
Yrz

in sarious sizes and lengths.

wa cut hair for your ago not ourt..
WHAT IS A

you

A "Uinta* is Custom Designed

vise
Intif&

n

Jupercut ?

duparcut is Precision Cut
A dupe/cut is a Pinithed Product
A Jupercut is for men &Women
A

Only 88.98!

’’r

gA,,00
ffIr bee,
r

s
toe*
-Week.
-.reir,Ers

A APPerag is Beautiful

and .. a

Jupercut is alwaysg
no Appointment/

3 piece diamond wedding sets in
solid 14k gold from S228.041
Old Bank of America Bldg., Salle 414.125. 1st S
San Jose. I m1111405) 297-19711
91-5

Hours:
9 to 9 Mon..Fri.
9 to 7 Sat
10 to 3 Sun.
Shampoo and blowdry are

avallable

at additional cost

18566 Prospect Road
(at lrrence Expressway)
Saratoga
Phone 257.8101
1979 EMRA Corporation
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Judoka takes third in world meet
by Mary Apanasewiez
The judo room in the
men’s gym is filled with
women dressed in white
gis. They are paired up and
taking turns throwing each
other to the floor. As their
bodies make contact with
the mat they let out a
voluble, primitive grunt.
Christine Penick is
standing quietly against
the wall in her jeans and
ski jacket, just watching.
At first glance it’s
difficult to associate
Penick’s calm manner with
the sounds of bodies
slapping aginst the floor
mat, but she is very
familiar with the sights and
sounds of judo.
Penick won a bronze
medal ( third place) in the
Women’s World Judo
photo by Thomas Ovalle
Championships in the 145
pound division at Madison
took third place in
Penick
judoka Christine
Square Garden in New SJSU
the World’s Women Judo championships held this
York last weekend.
The soft-spoken SJSU past weekend at New York’s Madison Square
SJSU defender Javier Margarito, shown in action
earlier this season, was named Spartan Daily sophomore, now 24, said Garden.
medal was
Most Valuable Player for the 1980 season by the winning the
US. Championship.
probably one of the highest said, "and so did the people
coach. Daily sports staff and players for a con- points of her 10 year judo who were watching the
"She is a very
season.
all
dedicated young lady,"
sistent performance
career, but "I would have match."
Uchida said. "She works
Uchida said he was
liked to have taken first."
hard and is always trying
Penick said she positive he saw Penick
her
improve
to
thought she should have execute an "effective"
techniques."
won the judo match that arm-bar. An arm-bar is one
Penick said she likes to
prevented her from getting of four judo moves that can
think of herself as a perthe coveted gold medal. So score a point. The chokefectionist. "I think its
did her coach Yosh Uchida. hold, throw and mat-hold
important to learn the
Uchida, who coaches are the other three moves.
by Joe Aseo
techniques and apply them
Penick said she’s a bit
both the men’s and
Javier Margarito is a modest man. He lets his percorrectly in competition.
women’s SJSU judo teams, disappointed about the
formance on the soccer field speak for itself.
"I get a big thrill when
said the match ended in a decision, "but in two or
His peers have apparently listened.Margarito was
I can make a move piesplit-decision. There were three days I’ll think ’I
selected by coach Julie Menendez, his teammates and the
ture+perfect." she said
no points tallied and both guess! was pretty good.’"
Spartan Daily staff as the winner of the Spartan Daily
looking to the mat.
"Pretty good" is a bit
Penick and her British
Soccer Most Valuable Player award for the 1980 season.
Penick said she first
opponent received a vic- of an understatement
What makes Margarito’s accomplishment more
experienced the thrill of
vote from one judge. describing someone who is
tory
remarkable is he was unnoticed by everyone.
playing on the mats when
There are two judges and an award-winning athlete.
she was 14. "My father
Margarito was not named to the AU-Pacific Soccer one referee officiating at In this year alone Penick
started my brother on Judo
Conference first or second teams as were forwards Giulio each judo match. The has captured the Western
lessons and then it was my
Bernardi and Sergio Cardoso, and fellow defenders Rick referee broke the tie in Regional title, the PacificAzofeifa and Mark Tomlin. As Margarito put it, "I was favor of the British con- Rim crown Ian inturn."
With a smile she says
only out there doing my job."
ternational tournament for
testant.
It was the way Margarito did his job that impressed
her brother can still throw
"I think Christine all countries bordering the
Menendez and his peers.
her at will even though he
should have won," Uchida Pacific Ocean) and the
doesn’t participate com"Javier was an unsung hero this season," Menendez
said. "He played well wherever I asked him to play."
petitively anymore.
Penick said she enjoys
Margarito played midfield as well as defender this
the competition, but judo is
season, collecting 12 shots and one goal to his credit.
The Italian Gardens for $16 per person or $30 per
SJSU’s high-powered offense that scored 62 goals in 20
games also had the defenders attacking the goal almost as will be the sight of the couple.
annual SJSU football
Individual
awards
often as the forwards and midfielders.
But attacking as a defender does have its disad- banquet Sunday night, with selected by the players for
cocktails scheduled for 6:00 offense, defense, and
vantages.
special teams will be
"Midfielders don’t always come back and sometimes and dinner for 7:30.
Tickets are available presented.
get caught on the wrong side of the ball when the other
team attacks," Margarito said. "The defenders then have
to work harder."
Margarito attributes his success to his 10 years
palying soccer, four of those as an au-league midfielder
for Gonzales High in Salinas.
Margarito’s low profile extends beyond his absence
from the all-conference team. Menendez said that
Margarito isn’t being singled out by the Major Indoor
Soccer League, or the North American Soccer League, but
six great /orations
that suits Margarito fine.
"I don’t plan on playing in the pros,"Margarito said.
"I’m continuing my study in industrial technology, and
Toyon l MeKee
lOth 8, Taylor
Senter at Monterey
hope to get a job after graduation."
rah /l,e Keyes
7th PPhelan
4th S. Williams
Somehow, that seems an appropriate ending for a guy
just doing his job.

Margarito unknown,
but still snares MVP

Grid ba nquet

get "Gassed" at
Spartan
Stations

Weekend sports
Wrestling
SJSU hosts Mumby Invitational Saturday at Spartan
Gym. Tournament begins at 10 a.m., finals slated for 5
p.m.
Basketball
SJSU vs. South Dakota State, Saturday at 7:30 p.m.,
San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Women’s Basketball
SJSU at New Year’s Classic Friday and Saturday,
Santa Clara’s Toso Pavilion.
Friday: SJSU vs. San Francisco State, 6 p.m.
Saturday: If SJSU wins Friday, game time will be at 8
p.m., if they lose, game time will be 6 p.m., opponent to be
announced.

Uncommon
Opportunities
for
Over-Achievers
mni Opportun,.,
with the rapH:l.y growing leasing
sidiary of Equitec Financial Group
Equitec Leasing, Inc Equilec has
increased its earnings over 5.000.
over the last seven years and has
grown from under 20 to over 200 people Continuing that growth requires
that we add a few more quality people.
If you are an aggressive, harnwork
ing. career -oriented ,ncliyidu,
wants to work for a ’results
Oriented company that offers substantial growth and advancement opportunity, then we are interested in talking to you Call or send resume IC
Darrell Wiley Direct. of
Acquisitions Egultec Leis.
ing, Inc PU Box 1109
Lafayette. California 9454)

CRISIS
INVESTING
SOLD
SHORT
At Nkknumia. we sell isir best sellers for
25"., less than retail. &silts like I louglas Casey’s
kr5 , Crisis hiresting, Carl Sagan’s ClISHION. Fiction.
’,.v.’ Non-fiction. Hardback and paperback. 40 books
fr
e..... from the New Thrk Times Hest Sellers lust:
At Hookmania, you can buy the books you most
l.t0s.!.._ii.4F1 !
want ti read and save 25".
T.-74... .

Every book in the store
reducedup to 80%.
We slash 35",, off the list price , if a tip best
seller ,if the week. Every day, every single book in the store is
{ discountedup to80%. At Bookinania. you get better prices than
book club pricesand you don’t have bi buy a It of books
you don’t want.
, s,, 1,. 11 ro re . VW

Boolunania Opening Giveaway!
Win 20 hardback bestsellers.
’ti ,lebrate ..ur opening. 14...a mania
going .inio On lip
ten bestsellers. fiction, and the tipter bestsellers me bone
In hardback’ limier, fill ,tut thIsCollpon and bring it to Rook mania
No purchase necessary to win C,mpleie details it) contest in
both stores
Name
Address
City/Statelip
Telephone _

BOOKMUNIA
All books discounted. All the time.

Westgate Coolers. 111072 Inspect ltd, Saratoga
nia Blvd Cuperiol.,
/eAnta ’Innate 10620 SO

been an Olympic event for
women in the past I only
men participate), Penick
said she thinks it will

more than a way to win
medals for her.
"Judo is a sport, a
hobby, and a form of
relaxation," Penick said.
-It makes me feel good
mentally and physically."
She said she would like
to teach and coach judo
someday so she can share
the feeling with others. As
a participant or coach -the
important thing," said the
black-belt master, "is to
really know what your
doing and get the
techniques perfect."

become a staple of the 1984
games. And if she is able to
realize her "main goal,"
Penick will be there.

OLD WOlq,D GAMGE
Service and Repair on
Imports and Compacts
ring 280-0844
INS. 8th St., San Jose, CA 05112

Although judo has not

FIRST TIME SKIER?
ii

First Time
Beginner Special
$ 2 CO

ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE:
All Day Beginner Lill Ticket
All Day Double Session Ski Lesson
All Day Combination Rental Recites,
lIncludes sin.. Pow, ana Baoul

at KIRKWOOD
If this is your first time, don’t worry Kirkwood has
mem& begtnners’ lifts and slopes designed for fast,
fun, easy learning You will be skiing in a short time
with the highly quaint.’ Teaching Pros in the Kirk
wood ski school. Take advantage of this special package.
Once you are at Kirkwood, simply purchase this pack
age at the Ski School Desk in either the Tinthar Creek
Lodge or Main lodge in the Village Center.
For bother information contact

KIRKWOOD SKI SCHOOL
P.O. Boo 1, Kirkwood, California

95646

12091 258.6000 or SNO PHONE 12091 258 3000

KIRK WOOD

JOSTEN’S
COLLEGE RINGS
A timeless symbol of your achievements

47TE GM,

Ring IN
SPOON
MINN

10%
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C
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Bookstore
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Grab those skis and head for the hills!
Speed racers and weekend tumblers
can find the slope that fits their skills
by Holly Allen
Whether a person is a
speed racer or the type of
skier that tends to tumble
rather than ski gracefully
downhill, it helps to know
which resorts will best suit
a skier’s needs.
According to Rick
Ferrell, former manager of
Earth Toys ski rental shop
in the Student Union, all of
the areas have reasonably
good beginner areas,
although some cater more
to the advanced skiers.
Ferrell, who has been
skiing for 20 years, said he
skis in Reno, Nev., because
"it’s tougher."
The following is a
compilation of comments
about various Sierra ski
resorts from three experienced skiers: Ferrell;
Victor Jones, current

A

manager of Earth Toys;
and Warren Kohn,
Any
salesperson at
Mountain ski store in
Cupertino.
Kirkwood
This is one of the nicer
re:iorts with a lot of terrain
and snow for intermediate
to advanced skiers. According to Ferrell, Kirkwood offers skiers a wellplanned mountain of runs.
They have recently added
two runs, and at $12.50 a
ticket, it’s one of the better
deals.
Northstar
This resort has a
family atmosphere for
beginning to intermediate
skiers. It is probably the
best resort for beginning
skiers. Northstar is the
only California resort to
limit lift ticket sales on

ting so expensive," Jones
said. "I would suggest for
students to try crosscountry as a viable
alternative.
"It’s more like hiking,
a much more relaxed kind
he added.
thing,"
of
Ferrell added crosscountry is a good way to get
a feel for skis.
cross-country
For
skiing Ferrell and Jones

lessons."
According to Ferrell,
most of the larger areas
offer good deals for one
week of ski lessons. This
package offers two lessons
a day with the same instructor. "You can really
advance fast," Ferrell
said.
Ferrell also recommends that skiers do a lot
of stretching and stamina

If downhill racing isn’t your style,
try a pair of cross country skis
for a low cost way to enjoy snow

both recommended the
Royal Gorge, located near
the Sugar Bowl in Norden
off Hwy 40.
A featured attraction
of Royal Gorge is that
skiers must ski their way to
their lodgings.
Tips for Beginners
"The best way is not to
An alternative to the learn from your friends,"
crowds and expensive cost said Ferrell."If one has the
of downhill skiing is cross- money to invest, the abcountry.
solute best way to do it is to
"Lift tickets are get- get a special ski week of

exercises before they hit
the slopes. He said that
running, sprinting and
riding bicycles can be very
helpful.
Another
beneficial
exercise is called the
"Phantom Chair." This is
done by sitting against a
wall pretending there is a
chair underneath. This will
help stretch out the leg
muscles used in skiing that
a person doesn’t use every
day.

Winter Weekend
SKI RENTALS
CHILDREN’S SKIS
POLES
103 CM TO 150 CM
W.’TTROLIA BINDINGS
ADULT SKIS IL POLES
W/SALOMON OR TTROL1A
STEP-IN BINDINGS
W/TTROLIA W BRAKES
ADULT DEMO SKIS I POLES
TTROLIA BINDINGS WAIIRAKES
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS & POLES

II.00

1I.5.

13.50
14.50

15.50
17.00

17.00
10.00

19.50
12.50
MIN. RATE
1.50
5 50
7 00
5 00
3.00
5 50
4.00
6.00
5.0D
5.30
7.30
11.00
6.00
8.00
2.50
3.50
6.50
5.00
5.00

MINIMUM

PER DAY
AMR
MINIMUM

12.50

2.00

TINE CHAINS

P ASSINCHIN CAN SIT
LIGHT TRUCK SIT
Del:lout may be required
on All Rental Equipment

meatittNe.
CAMPING AND BACKPACKING
RENTALS ALSO AVAILABLE

1266 WEST SAN CARLOS ST
SAN JOSE 287-5994
1299 EL (AMINO REAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW 967-8542
STORE HOURS
MON-FRI
9 30.900
SAT
9 30-6 00
II 00 5 00
SUN

Area

Location

Adult
Ticket
(weekend)

Alpine Meadows
Boreal
Dodge Ridge
Heavenly Valley
Kirkwood
Northstar
Sierra Ski Ranch
Soda Springs
Squaw Valley
Sugar Bowl
Tahoe Donner
Tahoe Ski Bowl

North Tahoe, Hwy 89
Hwy 80, Summit
Pinecrest, Hwy 108
South Tahoe, Hwy 50
Carson Pass, Hwy 88
North Tahoe, Hwy 267
Twin Bridges, Hwy 50
Soda Springs, Hwy 80
North Tahoe, Hwy 89
Norden, Hwy 40
Truckee, Hwy 80
West Tahoe, Hwy 89

$17
12
12
18
17
16.50
12.50
11
18
17
10
12

WO/SOOTS W/1100TS

SKI POLES (PS)
CROSS COUNTRY BOOTS
SKI BOOTS. ADULT SIZE 3-14
CHILDREN SIZE 10-4.
TOBOGGAN 110015
SNOW MOBILE BOOTS: ADULT
CHILD
WARM UP PANTS: ADULT
CHILDREN
DACRON SKI PARKA
DOWN SKI PARKA
SNOW SUIT ADULT
CHILDREN
BIB OVERALLS
SHOW SAUCERS
ZIP SLEDS
SNOW 514015
SKI PACKS. LOCK
LOCK (VW)

1

weekends and holidays.
Sierra Ski Ranch
This resort is not too
crowded and is good for
beginning and advanced
skiers. Two new chairs
have been added for
beginning
and
intern:cilia lc skiers.
Heavenly Valley
This area tends to get
very windy and cold
because it is so exposed. It
is good for intermediate to
advanced skiers.
Squaw Valley
Ferrell said advanced
skiers at Squaw Valley
tend to intimidate the
beginners. The large
weekend crowds mean long
lift lines and less skiing. It
is recommneded for advanced to expert skiers.
Alpine
There are large weekend
crowds at this resort. It is
also recommended for
advanced to expert skiers.

SERRA SHOPPING CENTER
200 SERRA WAY, a6
MILPITAS. CA 95035
1408) 263-9222
"WEEKEND" IS Pt, X UP
ANYTIME THURSuAY
RETURN MONDAY

Freeman’s Ski Sports
OAKRIDGE MALL
925 Blossom Hill Road No 130 (Near Macy si
San Jose 226-5555
M -F 1000-900. Sat 10:00-6:00, Sun. 12:00-5:00

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
840 Town 8 Country Village (Winchester Side)
San Jose 244-7300
M -F 930-900. Sat. 9:30-6:00. Sun 12:00-510

Get ready to ski with
these great ski packages.
Authier-Mid A

Rossignol Challenger
$ 1 7 999

Reg. 228"

SALE

I I

Saiomon 222, Brake

SALE 1

ALL SKI PACKAGES INCLUDE: InstallatIon. Hot Wax,
VALUE *22
Fngraving 8. new ski trine up

99

FREE

STUMP THE REP - TASTE SOME WINE
SAT 11/8 Town & Country Village 1-4 pm
SUN 11/9 Oakridge Mall 1-4 pm
ASK YOUR QUESTIONS OF MAJOR SKI REPS OVER A GLASS OF WINE - Please 21 years & over oni}

ASK
et)
-rope*.

Rental Bates
Nordic

THE
REPS

$7 50

Ski directly from the lodge to the
Meadow and on to the Stanislaus
National Forest.
Trails to Bear Valley Meadow and to
the Stanislaus River are available.
For more information on other packages
and daily rates phone or write:

SKI SPECIALISTS

$1,000,000
INVENTORY

rn41. SKI PACKAGES
SPECIAL

JUNIORS
ROSSIGNOL JAGUAR

Size
100-110
120-130
140-160

Solomon III or Tyrolia 60 Bindings
A 8 T Aluminum Poles
Safety Strops, Mounting, Ski Ties
HART GREMLIN
Solomon Ill or Tyrolio 60
A & T Aluminum Poles
Mounting, Ski Ties, Safety Straps

SALE
99.99
$109.99
$119.99

80-90
100-120
130-150

S 89.00
S 99,99
5109.99

Add: S10 for ski brakes for any Jr. binding;
$5 for Tomic special grip poles.

BEGINNER - INTERMEDIATE
ROSSIGNOL CHALLENGER (150-180 cm)
Solomon 222 or Tyrolia 1 5 0 or Look GI
Scott Safety Grip Poles, Brakes,
Safety Straps, Ski Ties, Tune -Up, Mountings
SALE
Binding Check & Name Engraving . .

ROSAGNOL ELITE (1 50-1 9 0 cm)
Salomon 222 or Tyrolia 150 or Look GT,
Scott Safety Grip Poles, Brakes,
Safety Straps, Ski Ties, Tune -Up, Mounting,
Binding Check 8 Name Engraving . . . SALE
ROSSIGNOL CONCORDE (160-1 9 0 cm)
Salomon 222 or Tyrolia 150 or Look GT,
Tomic Safety Grip Poles, Brakes,
Safety Strops, Ski Ties, Tune -Up, Mounting,
Binding Check 8 Name Engraving . . . . SALE

SKI
TUNE-UP
$12.99
REGULARLY $20
[dye ,harpened flat file base repairs

$187.99

ADVANCED - RECREATIONAL

001e

Reg. 247"

Three Day Nordic Skl Package
$105iperson
Includes two nights lodging, two cross-country ski lessons, a
guided day tour with lunch. two dinners & two breakfasts Box
lunches available upon request

P.O. OX 67
DEAR VALLEY,C A. 95223
209-753-2594

Storms hit Tahoe;
ski resorts open
Grab your skis and head for the hills. If the South
Lake Tahoe Visitor’s Center knows what’s coming down,
all of the south shore ski resorts will be open this weekend.
Snow storms are expected to hit the area sometime
today and continue through tomorrow, bringing cold
enough temperatures and enough snow for most all of
south shore’s more popular resorts to start up their lift
chairs this weekend.
According to the North Shore Visitor’s Center,
Tahoe’s north shore is not expecting as heavy a snowfall.
Alpine Meadows and Northstar will be open for minimal
runs, however, and all lift chairs will be in operation at
Boreal Ridge this weekend.
Other resorts will open if the storms predicted by the
weather bureau hit the area as heavily as expected. For
last minute details, you can call South Shore Visitor’s
Center at 800-822-5977 and North Shore at 800-822-5959both toll free.

TAMARACK LODCIE

$209.99

riot wax and binding adiusIment

TWICE
THE NORMAL
ONE YEAR
WARRANTY ON
ALL SKIS
OVER $200
FREE

SEASON
MAINTENANCE
ON ALL SKIS
OVER $200
SAVINGS OF
OVER $100
FREE

LIFETIME
$229

Add: $20 for Tyrolia 2600, Salomon 626, Geze GC35

99

TUNE-UPS ON
ALL SKIS
OVER $200

SKI SPECIALISTS
800 S. BASCOM AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA
287-5363 or 293-3068

feature

Thursday. Macomber 4, 1980

High speed thrills from low riding racers
Text by Steve Stroth
"It’s the best kind
of racing there is
’cause when you
wreck your car, you
don’t get killed.
You’re not in it."
That’s the way
model car enthusiast
Jon Quaid described
his pet passion, radio
controlled auto rac-

ing.
Quaid and many
others across the
country are discovering the high-speed
thrill of real auto racing without the danger of injury.
Quaid was one of
the racers that quali-

Photos by Glen Matsumura
fied for the 100-lap
main event of the
Golden Gate Classic,
a gas-powered model
car race held at Evergreen Valley College
in San Jose last
month.
Though
most
people race for the
fun, Quaid said, the

competition in these
events is very in tense. Part of that
competition is SJSU
business major Kent
Clausen, 21, a twotime national champion in radio operated
auto racing.
"I’m a race car
freak," Clausen said.

"I enjoy cars. I guess auto races the last
this is the easiest and two years.
cheapest way to race.
The easy part?
The road race to He’s only been in
happiness has cer- model auto racing for
tainly been an easy those past two years.
run for Clausen, who
Despite his suchas been the Radio cess with electric
Operated Auto Rac- cars, Clausen says he
ers ( ROAR ) national has finished no higher
champion in electric than fourth in any gas

race. The Golden the competition is
Gate Classic was no greater because cars
are more equal.
exception.
"The two are
completely different," Clausen said of
gas and electric
powered cars. "In a
gas race, you’re
lucky if you finish the
race. With electric,

Kent
Clausen’s
prize
winning car speeds by, en
route to an another victory
Clausen,
sporting
(top.)
"racing"
sunglasses,
displays his championship
"driving" form (above.) No
Clausen’s teammate’s car
isn’t going to run a race with
a tennis shoe (left.) The foot
is in the picture for scale
comparison. The flagman
signals the start of the race
for the "racers" (right.)

a,

"Preparation is
most of the game with
the gas cars. Most of
the time the engines
break down or need
repairs somewhere.
Electric tests your
driving skills".

niurbday

’Computer Science’ added
to Math Department name

Campus fraternity
hosts fashion show
Men’s and women’s
clothes from several shops
located in Eastridge and
Oakridge malls, will be
modeled at the show, according to Dennis Wells,
chapter president. Wells
said all of the clothes were
donated for the show as
well as the services of the
15 professional models to
be used in the show. The
emphasis will be on clothes
that are "affordable" for
students, he said.

Although
"Winterwonderland" means a
snowy mountain cabin to
some, to the brothers of the
SJSU chapter of the Omega
Psi Phi fraternity the
phrase represents the title
of their fundraising fashion
show/disco.

:

The fashion show will
begin at 7:30 p.m. on Dec.
13 and will be followed by a
disco party from 9 p.m. to 2
a.m. Both events will be
held in the Student Union
Ballroom. Admission will
Music for the disco will
be $5 at the door and $4 in be furnished by DJ’s, Wells
said. Dress should be
advance.

9

for gift
giving --

"somewhere
between
formal and casual-semiformal" according to Pam
Jackson, a volunteer
helper for the event.
Wells said the event
has been planned to raise
funds for the fraternity’s
National Conclave, to be
held Dec. 26 through Dec.
31 in San Francisco.

While the scope of
instruction remains unchanged,
the
SJSU
Mathematics Department
is now to be called the
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science.

the change tn to "tell the
university community,
students and potential
students that we do a lot of
computer science here."

50rom
f 18 LENS

DENEVI

FINANCE
Accounting
Marketing
Industrial
Relations

9

Specialists in

Fiction9
Hardbacks
Paperbacks

10.

add

Battery fluid - add

ONE ROLL OF PRINT

COLOR

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

Pre -I972 Buses, all Bugs. Karmen Shies
Fastbacks Se...shacks and Things

PRESENT THIS AD AT TIME OF ORDER.
. LOW PRICES PERSONAL SERVICE

111 NEVI

Same Great Location For Over 12 Years!

(408) 279-3477

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

SLIDE OR MOVIE FILM

OR BLACK AND WHITE

SPARTAN MOBIL
11th & San Carlos
’w 294-1562 4;s:

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT:

9

THE REGULAR PRICE OF

plus parts if needed
Offer good for:

Breke fluid
Tr...Ts...on fluid

Science

138 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
286-6275
SAN JOSE

1/2 OFF

Only $25

5, Adjust carburetor
6 Change oil

MEDICAL
Physician
Nurse
Dentist

STUDENT SPECIAL!

All For

lubrication
Adjust brakes

LAW
Lawyer

30 DAY EXCHANGE FREE SCHOOL

(Good All Semester)

3, Check compression
4. Sat timing

$169,5

SUPER
PRICE

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

1 Tuna up
2 Adjust anions

7 3 quarts of oil

We’ve Moved
Buy, Sell and Trade

CAMERA SALE

Currently, a master of
science degree in computer
and information science is
offered by the schools of
Science and Engineering.

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN:

AVIATION
Pilot
Navigator

i’dtin 9

DENEVI

NAVY OFFICER

Recycle Bookstore

1980

Bug Problems?

According to department chairman John
Mitchem, the purpose of

SCIENCE/ENGINEERING
Nuclear Power
Aviation Maintenance
Power Plant Supervisor
Civil Engineer

De, err.tiot 4

SAN JOSE
40 SOUTH FIRST

279-1681
CAMERA STORES
ALL STORES OPEN SUNDAYS 12-4PM

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

classifieds
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year

Announcements

For Sale

Baseball cards, yearbooks and world series programs,
autographs,
statues,
sports

B EER MAKING. In lust 3 weeks,
you will be drinking import.type
beer for half the price of Coors. We
Will insure your successt Kit, $29.95.

memorabilia. OUICK CASH. See Or.
Lapin. Sus. Tower 763, or call 1370191.

Call BMA at 2116647.
COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported from Germany. What was
a
collectors
item
I rom
the
restaurants and pubs of Germany
for many a traveller, can now be

STUDENT Dental Plan. take care
of your mouth and save money, too.
E nroll nowt I Information at A.S.
Office, Or call 3714811.

and
yours.
Great
for
parties,
practical around the home. Eight for
51.43 (includes tax and shipping/.

CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
Protestent, $ p.m. Sundays, Roman
and
Episcopal, 6:30 p.m., first and third

Send cash or check to: German
Imports, Inc., P.O. Box 2294, Sun-

Sundays at the Campus Christian
Center, 300 S. 10111 Street

nyvale, CA 94007.

WEDDING photography in a price
range you can afford. $100 and up.
For beautiful pictures, call James at
35E1092.

guar,. At Bakerstiekl. WOO. Od. cond.

IT MAKES SENSE
DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT -

7"
Bracelets
1445/9"
Anklet
21.58/30" twisted rope chain 150.00/5
gm. 24K. Ingot 175.00/1183 No.

2694575.

Church of the Chimes,
Reformed Church of America, 1447

Capitol Ave., S.J. 95133.

B ryan

SKI PANTS - Navy bl. bib

Catholic,

B

p.m.

Sundays

Shasta

Trailer - Complete living

NASONA’S 14K GOLD SPECIALS

S.J. Calf 264.9285.
Sunday services at 8:30 and 10:45

Ils
$40, Men’s 36; ski gloveS. yl. med.

a.m. S

110; AVIATION 1110014S, New. Call

School at 9:30. a.m.

2564918 leave message.

glass,

newspapers.

A S. funded.

Clara.

I

block

Expressway Call 984-0433. 10 per.
cent student doscount (excluding
already discounted packages).
PART-TIME
I
PP
OPPORTUNITY. If you’re decided
about a career, but willing to explore
the opportunities available on sales
and sales management with a large,
eastern based company, our part.
time internship may be right for
you. For more information <inn Mr.
T.J.

Sharer at (4011) 349E372. An
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.
SIERRA CLUB will meet Tuesday
at 7:30 p.m Goad Room, S.U. Dr.
Hutton will show slides and talk on
the French and Austria Alps.

Nor b
woman

vacation.

ASSISTANT:

PART TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS
and
inday-Fridy
evenings
Telephone
Saturday
mornings.

I

sales. Easy way to earn full-time
money. Most representatives earn

WANTED: 45 gentle people for 45
tough lobs. Santa Clara Sheriff’s
Dept. has 45 deputy sheriff openings.
For the challenge of a lifetime.

54-S7 per hour. Guaranteed salary

contact us at MacCluarrie Hall 9.4,
000. 4, rm. 510 or call 2944175.

and bonus. For interview, call Mr.
Burns at 984-7151.

EXPERIENCED

to

disabled
children/adults. $3.35 per hour to
start. Training provided. Flexible
COMPANIONS

EARN HOLIDAY BOB
Holiday Jobs Available Now
Apply ahead of the rush for

Association for the Retard.] at 85601111 or 964.2359.
A VERY good possibility to matte
$40,000 or more a year on a part time
basis with good opportunities. Can

CARE

WANTED da IN from 7 le 3 In my
home near State. Begin Jan. 26. 31165333.

hours. Over It Also horing Spanish
bilingual.
Call
the
Community

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
We will be interviewing on campus
Dec. IS, 1E3, Bldg. 0, rm O. Wide
range
of
positions
open
for
secretaries,

accountants,

clerks,

word processors, CRT, keypunch,
industrial,
general
labor,
elec.

290-2301 lter 5 p.m.

etchery Arty/corks. Inc.,

at 374-4711.

ATHLETIC

SALES
Part or lull
time help wanted. Earn Worn Silo In

CASHI We’ll buy your used stereo
Rage tor Cash on the line. Witard of
Aud, 1516 Pacific Garden Mall,
Santa Crud 4534377.

1300 per week. Hrs. 44 p.m. Mon Fri. Call Jerry at 395410.

PP

AVAIL.

Treatment

Program.

and

SUPPORT

Child

Sem

1186

Call 3564110 or 998.

2416,
FLYING LESSONS
Learn how to fly through local flying
club, Instruction tor 59/hr, ISO for

FREE TEETH CLEANING. Dental
care includes orthodontics,
Optometry also included. Over 400

$16/hr, and 1S2 for 320/hr. Call David
at 494,6130.

Stereo

bership fee. Call Professional Dental
Services at 44E4410 or 39E3170.

at 14151 9674082 for free nutritional
consultation.

Leave

phone

your

number.

FOREVER.

HAIR

REMOVED

SPECIALIST,

FIDENTIAL,

335

S.

CON-

BAYWOOD

AVE., SAN JOSE. CALL 247-7486.

DRINKING

PROBLEM? We art
students lust like you who are
overcoming our problem together. II

914-5030

in San Jose
7092 Lincoln Ave.
in Los Altos

307 3072

electronics

audio, video, tape and accessories.
For quotes, information or sound
advice. call 255.5S50. Monday thru
Thursday behveem 9 a.m. and S
p.m., or Friday thru

Travel

deadlines
eed. IBM Corr.
Sal, II, So. SJ/Blossom Hill area.
Call Kathie at 578-1216 from 9 a.m. to

yr, 00

797.6375

TYPING: One letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or resumes.

Fast,

accurate

TYPING: Thesis, papers, etc. IBM
Selectric,
Reasonable,
Gatos. Pat, 356.2085.

TYPING SERVICE. Special student
offer of SI per page hind 11/30/00.

Duality work at reasonable prices.
Call
THE
EXECUTIVE’S
ASSISTANT at 31E1145.

and

professional.

Minutes

from
campus.
Call
Keywackers a1373 4525 for details.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Theses,
etc. Memory Typewriter. 10 yrs.
exper. Free Pkup/Del. LOW RATE.
243,2439

Approved

by

SJSU

call

Janet

960 N San Antonio Rd

Two

Throe

four

Fast, pr PPPPP Waal,
accurate. Set. II, Theses and term
papers

specialty.
0
manuals, resumes, etc.

Reports,

Eastridge Area .259-4003

ad world. I’mealy

$ 70

04 20

04 55

04 70

$490

$ 70

and accurate. Call 2494415.
BEST PRICES
BEST MACHINE
BEST TYPIST

5 arras

$1 20

$1 90

35 25

35 13

35 60

70

Imes

0490

3000

8595

75 /5

3030

070

Housing

Caribbean,
B
,
s *ler s.
WorldwliNI Summer. Carters. Send
.75
handling,
Per MP15.05, plus
to
guide,
opening,
’,Mations,

JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB:
Beautiful building, courtyard, grand
piano, fireplace and kitchen. Linen
and maid service. US to S75 weekly.

70

,
or
Sacramento,
CRUISEWORLD 26, 2535 WeI1 Ave.,
SSSSS mente, CA 111160.

$ 70

370

070

070

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San 4ose, California 95192

Semester Rate loll Issues:
5 lines 1 30 00
r ’hack a Classolorahon

10 tones 14500

15 lines 90000

277-3175

202 S. 11th. For more information.
comets) 135 N. OM, or call 9944533.
MEN?
Married

M

couple, Spanish helpful.
Light work, close to SJSU. Call 597.

Fof

OR CASH

M.imum Three Line. One Day

SAN

64139,

s

set adddionI One add

utilities and phone Call 363-11534.

in -

Spartan Daily Classifieds

":

Enclosed
studious
ROOM FOR RENT to
female student. Nice house M
miipitas. 5170 per month, including

ex.

Bye Kids!

5433 (Santa Clara), or Mary at 965
2261 (Mt. View).

HYLAND PLASMA CENTER
315. ALMADEN AVE.

coon.

to use, just fill out
the forms describing
your ad, enclose cash
or check for the
full amount and stuff ’em
in the slot. It’s that
simple. And no credit
references necessary

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
Reports, theses, term papers. Fast

Ore

3350

Sports

Ed har ham. your
Automated Classified
Ad Teller. I’d
like to help you
get started in the

ALL TYPING:

fart,
0.

Ilona.

CRUISESHIPS
Mediterranean sailing

Los

Odin,
1401404

BY HELPINGOTHERS
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
RECEIVE UP 105I0/M0

CALL 2144535

Nr,

(Effective: Fall 1980)

days

AND APPOINTMENT

(Spanish)

Print Your Ad Here:
’Count approximately 30 letters end spaces tot each lonel

3420

Boo

14151

(Fremont).

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

days

N.
CA

at

TYPIST

translator, Part-time.
Start S3.75/hr. Ctose to SJSU. Write
CITA, Sex 1761, S.J.15109.

11-

$405

personnel,

Riley

BILINGUAL
Vietnamese

shin 00

days

Needed:

Judy

p.m.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING: Theses,
term papers, projects, etc. IBM
Correcting II, Call Cynthia at 247

NEW YEAR
IN HAWAII
Jan. 6.11
Jan. I’ll,

side, 0 SK (Animal House).

Call

TERM PAPERS/THESES typed. $1
per page. IBM Selectric with various
type balls. Call V. Norris al 227-1035.

60 N. 3RD,, No 023
207-4355 AFTER

NI BARB B. ICIZI
I still ow* to
dinner, at least. Lev* from Myer -

rates.

EXPERIENCED
TYPIST.
Resumes,
term
,
etc
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 73101914.

Sunday bet-

ween 10 a.m. and 10 p.m., and ask
for Ken.

interested, call Jell, 287 5702, or Gail
or John, 36E5761. We meet Monday
nights.

734-9940

in Santa Clara
5145 Stevens Creek

consumer

buying service with 250 brands of

tr icVonech and more. Short term to
make your vacation profitable. Long
term to get the inside edge on a new

ISES HAS IT!
The widest selection of Me highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. We are
starting out our fifth year as SJSU’s

$385

office

TYPING,
COPYING,
FREE
BINDER:
Term papers, thesis,
proiects. Fast. 5 cents a hole, pica, 6
cents a line, elite. IBM copy ong, 4.9
cents, Turabian - Campbell. IS yrs
exp. Proofread, guaranteed. Call

TYPING: 20 years experience. All
formats.
Accuracy,
neIness,

dissertations.

days

ChM
peditionsl

TYPING THAT’S TOPS! ’
Term papers, resumes, theses
Experienced. Call Tons41,2N-217117.

AUDIO

complete

Eid

TYPING:
Experienced secretary
types all. Low cost, accurate, fast,
MO quality, Call Pam at 24E3611,

TYPING:
Fast,
accurate
and
professional. Deadlines rrrrr Need.
Lou rates. Call Jan at 265-1554.

Typing

Grad, Office, IBM SW. II.

ATHLETES: Your nutrition is as
important as your workout. Call JD.

typing.

TYPING: ACCURACY, NEATNESS
and DEADLINES GUARANTEED.
Experienced in an
, reports and

dental offices. $35 per year mem-

33 50

CRUISOWORLD
’73 SUBARU WAGON, 1. .119, /rent
wd, radials, regular gas. 395 41155.

Lincoln Ave.

location at

Oar

strutters,

Automotive

PERMANENTLY BY DIANE
206 N. BASCOM 294-4499

new

02 80

Sell -Help

2475.

SCHOOL of Ballet Arts, Ballet Instruction for all ages and levels.
Personali tell
and
detailed
inin

PROFESSIONAL

perienced, reasonable
Jeannie at 274.197S.

Peter

Jamas

SERVICES

and COUNSELING. Interview now
Poe Sp. gem. Dorothy/Nancy 294

Rev.

Disser-

TYPING: Theses, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Reasonable
rates. Call 369-8674,

TYPING:
Prompt,
accurate,
proleSSiOna I. Reports, term papers,
manuscripts. Call Donna’s Typing
Service at 2974616.

Koopman.

NE LLLLLL

FOR INFORMATION
Abuse

SPECIAL WITH THIS AD
NANTELLE ELECTROLYSIS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED

UNWANTED
INFANT

NEFITSCNEVER A FEE.
TIMESAVERS
in Sunnyvale
1296 Lawrence Station Rd.

ANONYMOUS
131 p.m.,
Mon. and Thurs
Jonah’s Wail on San Carlos near
Tenth. No dins or fees. We care.

Fornhaber,

TYPING.

tations,
reports,
by
Stanford
University secretary in my San Jose
home. Very close to SJSU. Call Pal
01 497-3311 days, or 297-1731 eves.

at 227.9525.

ATTENTION ARTISTS
Scratch 13001rd talents van provide a
u nteue earning opportunity. Contact

newts

Catholk and Protestant
ministries offer religious

struction

TN. 37920.

paid

CENTER:

TECHNICAL

era.

San Jose, CA 90112. Open 7 days a
week. Hours: Mon., 9.S; Tues to Fri.,
EP; Sat., 9.S; Sun, noon -S. Call 14001
292.1613.

my

Call 398-230e alter 5 p.m.

or tailored to suit your
academic schedule, TOP PAY/BE’

.1

share

and address to CMONA,
Dixie
Division, Box 9744 Z HS, KnOlVIOO,

operiings.Pay is 54/per service and
up. I will train you. Pnr information.
call 2794911.

Ile there or be

to

apartment. I am a cerebral palsied
man with a voice defect. Free rent.

WAS

sale. Get the scoop at the Dec. 4
meeting in Eng. 133 at 730. The new
directors will be out at the meeting.

companion

convenience (depending on how
much you need to make). Send name

car,

CHRISTIAN

STUDENT TRAVEL
Our SKY ices cost you nothing extra.
We specialixe in international and
domestic
I lights.
TRIP
AND
TRAVEL PLANIGNO COMPANY,
444 E. William St. 110th and Wm.),

7984204, Fr. Dan Derry, Sr., Joan
Panella, Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev.
I WOULD like to find a trustworthy

Possible to begin on part-time basis.

Nave

298 N SEVENTH ST.
SAN JOSE, CA

and counseling at 300 S. 10th St. Call

I NEED SEVERAL million circular

and we are ready? Spaces are still
available for the 000.S.1 Squaw trip.
Ho! Hot Hot All you merry old souls
come to our Mistletoe Ball. Dec.
leth. Advance tickets are now on

Personals

distributors

benefits,

HAULING.

29E3759

services, study groups, social events

Clerical. 43.75/hr. Call 266-0707.

MERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY that
offers great financial rewards, fax

AND

large truck available for all sorts of
lobs. Call Royal 290-6917.

Roman
campus

PROCESS SERVERS: Oyer IS, own
car,
U.S.
cif iden.

’EM UP AND BEAT ’EM
DOWN! Ski season is almost here

MOVING

or cash -handling exper. pref. Apply
M -F. 4,8 S. Ith St. S.J.

your

SERVICES
TYPING

One blk, south ol campus
Open 7 days a week
Call 292.1611

wedding

call John at 448.3388.

CAMPUS

at

a

wedding
Your
photographs by John Eric Paulson
are expressions of love soft, elegant
and universally understood. For the
finest award winning photography.

Student cashier wanted - part-time
and weekends. Must be neat and
congenial. Some math background

distribute

for

photographer?

Road at First St., San Jose.

WE MAKE it easy to feel at home.
Blvd., Santa
east of Lawrence

MALE STUDENT - Single room,
living room and bitch priy. ITS S.
14th St., San Jose, Avail end of Dec.

per
week, days,
evenings and
weekends. Call Mr. Ted at 243-3344,
or apply in person at ISO E. Trimble

Help Wanted

LOOKING

WANTS

months, 54.28. We train. Call 72)5570.

Russell’s Furniture, 20 to 30 hours

aluminum, tin, scrap metal and oil
Open Wed., 10-12( Sat and Sun, 10.4.

FAMILY

FOREIGN STUDENT to rent rm.
meals incl. Call Rene aft. 6:30 p.m.
004.7555.

WAREHOUSE

cardboard,

CORT FURNI
4995 Stevens Creek

AMERICAN

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL

San Jose, CA 95112

Foreign students welcome. Call 2t7.
$306, or leave message at 259.0433.

WORK
1-1
w/developmentally
disabled in home. Flexible hours.
Possible credit
Car
nec
.
Start, $ESS. plus mileage. Alter 4

5399.00
Includes air, hotel, transfers
444 E. William St.

Services

CAN, Corona Del Mar, CA 93635.

For appt. call 265.1330.

RECYCLE at Spartan Gardens, 7th
and Humboldt streets. Donations of

JIM 5.12

ROOM FOR RENT: Private bath
and kitchen privileges. Close to bus
lines,
15
minutes
from
SJSU.

STUDENT HELP WANTED’ part.
time. 24( 4 days/wk. 9.5; 1 day/wk.

mall car trade.

Ave.,

round. Europe, South America,
Australia, Asia. All fields. 5500 to
$1,304 monthly. Sightseeing. For
free information, write: IJC, Box 52.

Deadline Two days pro,
Annout.cornents
Autornotno

Mousing

I

Lost and Found

to publication

COrMecutive publication dela§ only

Help Wantcl
Tievei

Nn rotund% on rar,-rned arts

Tnimg
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Profs go through ’hell

/=\ f‘-’1F=B L.)
DAD, DID YOU
LOVE ME WHEN
1.445 JUST A
LITTLE KID ?

-continued from front page
He was denied tenure
by the chancellor and had
to be reinstated at SJSU
through a court order.
Most recently, the
battered faculty group has
backed Harvey Birenbourn, who has been denied
tenure six times in the past
six years.
"He’s probably going
through psychological hell
right now," Douglas said.
Douglas also mentioned professor Albert
Porter, who committed
suicide earlier this
semester after being
denied reinstatement to
full time status.

In a way,- he said,
"the Porter case was one of
our failures.
"In our own little
way," he continued, "we
tried to reach the administration and let them
know they were dealing
with more than just a
routine case."
Douglas said the
battered faculty group
approached the administration too informally
and would have probably
been taken more seriously
if it had issued its complaints more formally.
"Although there were a
lot of complications in the
case, the administration

Cause stumps plant operations

Short-circuit darkens buildings
by Mark Cursi
Operations
Plant
personnel are in the dark
over the cause of an underground power line
which
short-circuit
resulted in power outages
in the Music and Industrial
Studies buildings yesterday.
The power went off at
6:35 a.m. M both buildings,
according to the stopped
clocks. Because of the lack
of electricity, all classes in
the Music Building were
cancelled and students
were locked out, much to
their annoyance.
pretty
"It’s
ridiculous," said Rich
Leeds, an undeclared
freshman. "I’m supposed
to practice for a class in
here. The power isn’t out on
the pianos."
Margaret Wylder, an
undeclared junior, had a
more pressing problem
because of the lock-up.
"I need a class code
number from the Music

Recreation Students
Association will present
-Science of optimum
health," with Dr. Dennis
Best emphasizing natural
healing, from noon to 1:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For
information call 277-3822.
Career Planning and
Placement will host Frank
Schiavo speaking on
"Environmental Studies
Careers," at 11 a.m, today
in Sweeney Hall (formerly
the Education Building),
room 505. For information,
call Cheryl Allmen at 2772272.
SJSU Marching Band
is scheduled to hold a
concert at 8 tonight in the
Men’s Gym. For information,
call
Carl
Chevallard at 277-3950.
Italian Club will meet
at 12:30 p.m. today in the
Foreign
Language
Building, room 7A. For
information, call Randy at
252-0191.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will present
Sheila Kawaoka on the
topic of how Christ made
disciples at 7 tonight in the
S.U. Costanoan Room. For
information call 292-2282.
Chicanos in Health will
meet at 6:30 tonight in the
S.U. Pacheco Room. For
information, call Gloria
Sanchez at 277-3522.
The International
Center and the Music
Department present the
second performance in the
free concert series at 7
tonight in the International
Center, 360 S. 11th St. For
information call 277-3690.
Physical Fitness Club
will meet at 3:30 p.m. today
in the Men’s Gym, room
202. Reopening of the
Weight Room will be
For indiscussed.
formation, call Michael
Bryant at 297-7948,

photo by Dan Murphy

Despite a power outage yesterday, this Industrial Studies class tried to keep working.
problems in tracing a
133 class went on without
Office and today is the last power is restored possibly
electricity despite the fact
day to turn in the form," sometime today, according faulty line is working
that power is needed to run
to a Music Department around the other lines
she said.
which contain enough
the
wood -shaping
spokesperson.
Industrial
In the
voltage to kill a person,
machines.
"I don’t know where according to Dick Emigh,
Studies Building, however,
"When anybody can do
some classes did take the short is," said plant associate director of plant
anything without power
operations electrician Russ operations.
place.
equipment, they go ahead
The Music Building Olsen.
Professor
Howard and dolt," Decker said.
will remain locked until
One of the major
Decker’s Industrial Studies
The short-circuit occured in one of the underground electrical lines
which run from the Boiler

SJSU Symphony and
Concert Choir will perform
a "Scholarship Concert" at
8:30 p.m. Friday at St.
Joseph’s Church, 90 S.
Market St.
Mini Corps a migrant
children tutoring program
will conduct interviews
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
tomorrow in Sweeney Hall
( formerly the Education
Building room 419. For
information call 277-3645.
Anthropology Club will
sponsor Bill Recluneyer
speaking on "General
Thinking"
Systems
tomorrow at a 6:30 p.m.
potluck dinner and a 7:30
p.m. talk, in the Social
Science Building. For
information, call Susan
Mirch at 466-1799.
SJSU
Community
Opera Theater presents
"Amahl and the Night
Visitors," a Christmas
story, at the Montgomery
Theater, 145 W. San Carlos
St., on Dec. 23. There will
be a matinee at 3:30 p.m
and an evening performance at 8 p.m. For
information, call the opera
office at 277-2918.
Omega Psi Phi will
present a fashion show and
disco at 7:30 p.m. Satur-

day, Dec. 13, in the S.U.
Register now for
Ballroom. For information,
call Dennis Wells at 293- "Biology of Cancer,"
Biology 103, for the spring
6791.
1981 session. Class satisfies
G.E. requirements. No
University Committee prerequisites.
on Solidarity with El
Salvador will present a
ATTENTION: Sparfilm, "Revolution or taguide will run on a spaceDeath," speaker Joseph available basis.
Kanute Burke, consul
general to the United
Columbia is a radarmalt of CBS Inc
States from Grenada, and
music by Vencermos, Los
Guanacos. Dinner will be
served from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. tomorrow at Hardman Hall, Sacred Heart
Church at Willow and
locust streets. For information call 923-8901

was hard on him," he said.
Douglas said he hopes
the battered faculty group
helps faculty to some extent but added that it
cannot completely take
away all the ernoonal

some
facing
trauma
teachers.
"I wish it was that
easy," he said. "But when
you’ve been wounded, you
just want to run off and
hide."

Ad manager chosen
Christopher Rose decided to run for Spartan Daily ad
manager "to learn the nuts and bolts of the newspaper
operation.
"I want to know how the paper runs and learn about
leadership," Rose said.
Rose is also concerned about the Daily’s financial
future. Although he believes the paper could run one more
semester without outside funding, it could never survive
the second semester.
He hopes to increase the amount of advertising in the
paper. Those on the ad staff will come in two weeks before
next semester starts to attend training seminars and
begin to make contact with potential clients.

A.S. response
to Coors due

Plant Building to the Music -continued from front page
and Industrial Studies
Last night at the
buildings, according to board’s final meeting of the
Emigh.
semester, the directors
Emigh said an outside approved a resolution in
consulting firm was called favor of the trip but
in by the university to trace stipulated that the factfinding mission would be
the lines.
an
on
"It’s a sensitive thing contingent
Coors to
and you need specialized agreement by
representative to
equipment, which we don’t send a
speak on the brewery’s
have," he said.
behalf in an "on-campus
"If we could turn off all debate" about the Coors
the power on campus, then issue.
we (plant operations) could
The stipulation stems
do it," he added.
from an agrument by
workers Medina, who proposed the
Electrical
were roaming around the resolution, that the most
campus from transformer
effective method of obto transformer testing each taining information on the
line to find the problem.
boycott issue is an open
Though the first major forum with all the sides
rainstorm of the season represented.
Despite feelings to the
may have been the cause of
the short-circuit, Emigh contrary, Medina offered
said there could be a his support of the trip in a
"variety" of reasons for meeting last month if the
the outage unrelated to the debate could be arranged.
However, Fudenna,
weather.
who had discussed the
Emigh said he had no possibility of a debate with
idea when the electricity the Coors representative,
would be restored or what
the cost would be to repair
the short-circuit.

said that the brewery
would not accept the invitation to debate because
"it’s just not their policy."
"We all know they’re
not going to come,"
Fudenna said. "That
means the trip is off,
there’s no debate and the
boycott is still on.
According to the invitation sent by Coors, the
brewery asks that the A.S.
respond by tomorrow, Dec.
5, as to whether or not they
wish to accept the invitation.
The task force selected
to attend the fact-finding
mission have been selected
by the AS. executive officers.
The task force will
consist of Bill Santi,
director of sponsored
programs,
Sharon
O’Connor, director of nontraditional minority affairs, Fudenna, a member
of the campus women’s
center and Andy Arias,
student representative in
the academic senate.

(’OMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS inc.
420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Open ewes & weekends 243.6262
Stevens Creek at Winch
Blvd.

1980 CBS Inn.

KINKO’S
COPIES

This ad is your chance loge) a great car and
save $100. It’s a special offer for you from
Avis Used Car Sales. And it’s good on late
model cars like Camaros, Firebirds, Datsun
280-ZXs, Toyota Celica Liftbacks, and all the
other quality cars that Avis sells.

AEROSMITH’S GREATEST HITS
’mom Avis. you get immediate
delivery on a car Mars been Carefully maintained
And all this
1. A fres Limited Power Train Warranty. It’s
01 12000 miles whichever
1.()trirs121 rnok
As ntfhsr
o details
2. A car that’s competitively priced. Even
1.,:h’le,,,,eyy0OuubruiiylbAavissavings you get a lot of value

K1NKO’S
1110.01COPIES0---,
481 E SAN CARCOS
14081 295 5511
123 SO THIRD ST
(408) 2954336

3. A wide selection. Choose from many makes
.Ion models And most Cars are fully equipped
nine ,n for a test drive And be sure to bring this
,id with you It’s your ticket to $100 Savings when
,ou buy Avis

A World of glob
Opportunities
You can broaden your career choices on the exciting and fast-growing field of inteinational business
with a Master of Science degree in International
Business from Saint Mary’s College.
This accredited one-year program offers a wide
range of academic and practical knowledge. Afternoon classes begin March 30. and applications are
still being accepted. Fall term begins October S.
If vou have an undergraduate degree and a desire
1.. s nand your world. can 14151 3764840 we
write, P.O. Ni’, M. %wags. CA 94575.
Sttilll liar) \
to ,iilii,ilc Program Ito
IuilcrnIior,isI ittriiittess

THE FIRST DECADE.
Featering "Craarn On:’ "Walk This Way:’
"Same Old Sang And Dance:. "Come Togethate "Last Child:’
"Remember (Walking In The Sand)’ "Kings And Queens:’
"Sweet EmotIon:’ "Back In The Saddle" and "Draw The Line
No American hard rock band has ever been bigger.
Over 15 million albums sold In the lost 10 years.
NOW. "AEROSMITH’S GREATEST HITS’:
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS AND TAPES.

AVAILABLE AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD STORE

ma, .,af.r, Nos, 1 ’980 MerCb 31 1981 No othe,
"irony Otter vaid ai

(Oh El Camino Real,
San Bruno
.4151 877 6753

77"
USED CAR
SALES
Don’t lake our word
Take our warranty

5000 Stevens Blyd
San Jose
(408) 985 8350
Oakland Internahonai
Airport
14151 569 0575
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Emmylou Harris, Rodney Crowell

Country stars pack Circle Star
by Wayne Norton
The new generation of country west...To musicians
reaffirmed its drawing power Saturda -Wit as Emor, filled the
mylou Harris, 1979 Grammy Award
Circle Star Theatre for two performan,
., country-rock
Opening the show for Harris wa., star Rodney Crowell and his band
But the audience paid its rypney to see and hear
Emmylou and it took her appeai .-se onstage to pique its
interest. Harris has a clean, beautiful voice that compliments her down-home good looks.
Her music is more in the mainstream of country
music than Crowell’s, but, it still oarries a heavy folk-rock
influence.
She got the crowd’s attention right away with the up
tempo tune "Sister’s Coming Home." She didn’t give
them time to slip back into their funk, instead vaulting
into "Blue Kentucky Girl" and a tribute to instant
gratification, "Really Had a Ball Last Night."
The next two songs gave her listeners a chance to
appreciate Harris’ voice as she slowed the beat for both
"Beneath Still Waters" and "Easy From Now On."
Harris’ backup group, The Hot Band, is in its second
incarnation. Crowell was an original member and he took
Albert Lee, bassist Emery Gordy and rhythm guitar and
pedal steel player Hank DeVitto with him when he set out
on his own.
Still, they are a talented collection of musicians. They
showed their versatility on the old bebop tune "How High
the Moon." Lead guitar player Frank Reckaron temporarily put aside his country licks and picked out a hot
jazz style. Also impressive on that song was the fiddle
playing of Wayne Goodman. The versatile Goodman also
played mandolin on a couple of tunes as well as laying

Concert Review
photo by Ciro Boonocore
db

The Best
Burrito in the
Bay Area
-

Emmylou Harris, 1979 Grammy Award winner for
best musical performance by a female, brought
her beautiful voice and down-home musical style
to the Circle Star Theatre, Saturday night. The
show was opened by country -rocker and former
Harris sideman, Rodney Crowell. Harris announced that she will soon go into the studio to
record a new album that is scheduled for a March
release.

1116C14."115-.

EL HAPPY
BURRITO
Mexican Food
TACOS de CARNE ASADA
BURRITOS
CARNITAS
SANDWICHES
FOOD TO GO
7 days a week, 8 to 8
155 E. SAN FERNANDO & 4TH STREETS
SAN JOSE, CA 95113

( 408 ) 289-8590

6TUDIO 4Th
proudly presents

SEARCH’N
Live On Stage
featuring
Former Members Of
Maio and Santana
Friday, December 5
Tickets at the Door
Doors Open at 9:00 p.m.
Cocktails
17 and Over Welcome
47 Notre Dame Avenue
Downtown San Jose
279-3387

down a nice saxophone line in support of Harris’ voice on
"Two More Bottles of Wine."
Bass man Barry Tashian took the lead vocal
responsibility on "Baltimore," a song about the seductive
powers of big city bright lights. The crowd also appreciated the pedal steel playing of Steve Fisher on that
song.
Harris’ set closer, Crowell’s "Leaving Louisiana in
the Broad Daylight," brought the audience to its feet to
demand more. Emmylou responded with a beautiful
rendition of the Buck Owen’s classic "Together Again".
Harris and Crowell go back a long way together. She
has recorded many of his songs.
Crowell has had some 40 of his songs recorded by
country stars. The list includes Harris’ version of
"Bluebird Wine," and two songs he sang Saturday night,
"I Ain’t Living Long Like This," a hit for Waylon Jennings
and "Viola, An American Dream," which was recorded
by the Dirt Band.
Although well known in country music circles,
Crowell was a mystery man to the audience at the Circle
Star. Despite a fine, rocking set by Crowell and his band
that oozed hot licks, the crowd managed to stay aloof and
uninvolved.
The only real reaction from the staid patrons came
when Harris made an impromtu stage appearance to sing
back-up on "American Dream" and a Crowell-written
blues tune, "Elvira."

Jazz tonite
A wide variety of music is scheduled for the Morris
Dailey Auditorium in the next four days, courtesy of the
A.S. Program Board.
Tonight at 8, Jazz masters John Abercrombie and
Ralph Towner will present a two set guitar duet.
Students can save two dollars of the $6.50 admission
charge by buying their tickets in advance at the A.S.
business office.
On Sunday night the musical style will change as folkrocker Steve Forbert headlines an 8 p.m. show. Also on
the program will be Billy Burnette.
Tickets for this show are on sale now for $6.50 for
students if bought in advance, $7.50 for general advance
and $8.50 at the door.
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’The Ghostwriter’

Roth’s latest ’baffling’
by Jackie Rae
Phillip Roth is still
ripping apart our delusions
and exposing the tenderest
parts of our secret fantasies. Fortunately, Roth’s
searing prose in "The
Ghostwriter" has a good
Jewish heart behind it.
The book, which was
nominated for a 1980
Pulitzer Prize, but lost to
Mailer’s
Norman
"Executioner’s Song,"
starts off beautifully and
ends up baffling.
Nathan Zuckerman is a

relative.
When he arrived at
Lonoff’s country home, he
finds himself in the middle
of another family crisis.
This one is between
[knolls plain, mousy wife
and his young mistress.
Zuckerman’s Illusions
about art and artists are
soundly challenged by the
domestic rivalry he is an
involuntary witness to.
building the story
layer
upon layer with subtlety
and vision. The characters
Roth succeeds
in

are real and complex, a
mixture of what is most
admirable in mankind and
what is most miserable.
There are no simple
answers, no simple
choices, Roth appears to be
telling us. Why then does he
concoct the bizarre Anne
Frank fantasy that surfaces at the end of the book.
We are shamelessly
played with, and I was
frankly irritated by this
strange digression into
guilt and mystery. It didn’t
work.

Review
promising Jewish writer,
and, like most young
writers, he harbors an
effusive admiration for an
older, gifted novelist.

Ph,,t,, PI.

8romi,eiger

Artist Richard Joseph stands in front of his oil painting titled "Struggle" on
exhibit in Gallery I at the Art Building through Dec. 19.

Artists work on exhibit
by Libby Lane
and Melanie Patii
Each one of his oil
paintings can take up to a
year or more to complete.
One of his more recent
works, "Sunbathers," took
two years to complete.
The artist responsible
for this long creative
process is realist painter
Richard Joseph.
is
work
Joseph’s
currently on exhibit in
Gallery I in the SJSU Art
Building through Dec. 19.
Included in the art exhibit
are two large oil paintings,
"Struggle" and "Sunbathers," and 30 watercolors.
"He is a major international figure," said
Michael Crane, director
and curator of the art
gallery, and added that
SJSU was very fortunate to
have a show of such high
caliber.
also
70.
Joseph,
teaches oil painting at
UCLA.
The subjects of his
paintings are multi -figure
groups. They appear to be
engaged in psychological
conflict among themselves,
which is Joseph’s style to
show the communication
that occurs in human
relationships.
"It all starts with
drawings in my head."

Joseph said. From there he
photographs each subject
individually in a particular
pose.
After each pose is
photographed and the
relationships between the
subjects are established,
the artist does a smaller
version of the work before
he begins the task of
starting the larger, final
painting.

Review
am struggling
against cultural tradition
to re-invent symbols and
ways of working," Joseph
said. "Painters in the past
had strong, technical
traditions, but nobody just
grows up to paint figures
today. There are no
masters to teach you to do
it like in the past."
Crane said Joseph is
known as a neo-classical
painter, compared to
Jacques Louis David, the
19th
century
French
classical painter.
According to a recent
analysis of "Struggle," it
"has six figures arranged
over a huge rock formation
that is almost a minature
mountain. At the top, two
men one nude, the other
are locked in
in jeans
combat; a naked blonde

woman to their left flees
the scene reaching for her
clothers draped over the
rocks. In the lower left
foreground, a woman lies
tumbled and gasping on the
rocks; a balding man
beside her seems to be torn
between protecting her and
involving himself in the
fight above; and a bearded
young man in shorts lies
upside down at the lower
right."

Zuckerman’s hero is
the famous E.I. Lonoff,
who has long since retired
from the public eye to a
New England farm.
Zuckerman is invited to
visit the reticent author
after Lonoff is impressed
by a short story recently
published by the young
writer.
The young man is in
the midst of a family
turmoil brought about by
his publishing of a short
story which includes a
scandalous description of
his disreputable Jewish
uncle. He accepts Lonoff’s
invitation as an escape.
Zuckerman’s parents
feel he has a responsibility
to the Jewish people not to
write degrading stories
about them, particularly a

miwri MtP.A1,""
Byron Bethel and the ASPB
Proudly Present
San Jose State’s First

BLACK GOSPEL I
EXTRAVAGANZA
Featuring 20 of the Bay Area Gospel Groups
Including
The New Generation Singers
Powerhouse Church of God in Christ
Emanuel Baptist Choi
Oakland Community Choir
and 16 more!

ADMISSION IS FREE
FRI., DEC. 5th Et SAT., DEC. 6th
Both Shows Start at 7:00 p.m.
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
For mote information Cal 27-12807
it, ti

rX-icil it

r

THE
CONITIT STORE
presents
Two Evenings of
Great Entertainment
Dec. 11

farewell celebration to

THE SWEET
LITTLE MUDPIES
Ladies Mud
Wrestling Team
For 1980
8:00 - 9:30

1.5( BEER
8:00 - 9:30

ROCK & ROLL
WITH PEACE
at 9:30
Dec. 17

CHRISTMAS PARTY
with
HOT CIDER
UNCLE RAINBOW
raffle for vacation
package to
LAKE TAHOE
Door Prizes
For All

TIE
COUNTRY STORE
157W EL CAMINO REAL
SUNNYVALE. CA
736-0921
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Goldie Hawn charms
in ’Private Benjamin’
by Kathy Dutro
"Private
Although
Benjamin" displays no
more substance than an
angel food cake, it is
nonetheless a delightful
film.
The film stars Goldie
Hawn as Judy Benjamin,
an incredibly naive 28 year
old. The story begins with
Judy about to embark on
her second matrimonial
adventure. The wedding
goes off very well and
everything is hunky-dory
until the groom (Albert
Brooks) dies of a heart
attack on their wedding
night.
While still in her
widow’s garb, Judy is
suckered into joining the

naAigittA
Si Sal 140 Slnel

Army by a singularl
unscrupulous recruiter.
The recruiter tells
Judy that the Army issues
each soldier his or her own
condo and that if she
doesn’t like it, she can just
quit. She believes him.
At this point, the
viewer might have an urge
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to say, come on now; this
film was billed as a comedy
not a fantasy. The main
problem with the film is
that
the
viewer’s
believability is stretched a
bit more than is necessary.
It seems pretty unlikely
that a 28-year-old woman
could be so naive, unless
she had spent her formative years in a convent.

THE
CANTERBURY
TALES
7158.330
OOOOO mew

Her first husband was
a money-hungry tennis pro.
Her second husband was a
workaholic jerk who
conducted business during
the wedding reception and
on his wedding night, by
phone.
The Frenchman, who
she misses hitching up to
only by the skin of her
teeth, is a selfish heel with
a severe case of machismo.
In spite of these
problems, the film was
very enjoyable on the
whole. Buried beneath the
giggles is a sort of mild
feminism, and, in the end,
Judy discovers that she
doesn’t have to have a man
to be happy or successful.

The bulk of the film is
devoted to portraying
Judy’s problems in basic
training and with her
revengeful
company
commander, Capt. Doreen
Lewis I Eileen Brennan).

NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
PREMIERE!

Another manifestation
.1 the credibility gap that
this film demonstrates is
Judy’s choice of men. She
seems to have inordinate
problems finding anybody
semi -decent for such an
attractive woman.

The film is graced with
the charming comic talents
of Goldie Hawn, and there
is also a hilarious performance from Eileen
Brennan.

After basic training
and her subsequent
transfer to Belgium, Judy
has a romance with a
handsome
French
gynecologist, played by
Armande Assante.

Also featured in the
film are Sam Wanamaker
and Barbara Barrie as.
Judy’s parents.

NOW OPEN

THE NEWEST COUNTRY -WESTERN
NIGHTCLUB IN SAN JOSE
Tuesday thru Saturday 8:00 p.m. til 2:00 a.m.
-TuesdayTHE EYE OPENER
*Well* Drinks 5’0C 8:00 to 9:00
-WednesdayBUFFALO GALS
*Well* Drinks 506 8:00 to 9:00
-ThursdayBAR ROOM BUDDIES
*Well* Drinks 5011 8:00 to 9:00
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Heart offers variety
by Mark Cursi
It’s a shame Heart’s
new double album "Heart
Greatest Hits/Live," Epic
Records, couldn’t be a four
album set.
A double album doesn’t
do justice to the enormous
amount of hit songs this
energetic group has had
over their seven year
career.
Led by the wild sisters
of rock, Ann and Nancy
Wilson, the group has put
together what they feel are
the best works of the past
plus a combinaton of live
performances mixed in
with some new studio
pieces.

The decision over what
to use from the past must
have been excruciating.
There is, to name a few,
"Barracuda," "Crazy on
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You," "Straight On," and
"Even It Up."
Several
songs,
however, could not be put
on the album because there
just wasn’t room. Greats
such as "Love Alive,"
"High Times," "Devil’s
Delight" and "Heartless"
will have to be saved for a
future greatest hits album.
The live offerings are

rAnd Now Showcasing The Superb
Country Sounds Of

"BRANDY * JOAN MACKEY’
AND THE LARIAT’S"
Now Appearing Tuesday thru Saturday Nite
And Remember There’s Never A Cover-Charge At The Lariat
For more information
call

866-5666

VECIRIAe 1NE ORJENT
DELICIOUSLY AFFORDABLE PHILIPPINE CUISINE

It

93 S Central Ave
Campbell, Ca 95009
The Factory In Campbo

OPEN: MONDAY- SATURDAY
11:00 o.m. - 900 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
5835 Cottle Rd. Son Jose
In the ORCHARD PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

(408) 578-6634

pretty slim as far as
recognizable material is
concerned.
_
New material (the
term is used loosely) is a
mixture of live and
recorded music.
Five of the songs on
sides three and four are
remakes of songs done by a
variety of artists.
There is "Unchained
Melody," an old Righteous
Brother’s hit which
reaches new heights in
beauty thanks to Ann
Wilson’s powerful and
lovely vocals. For early
rock ’n’ roll fans there is
"Long Tall Sally," a Little
Richard rocker which is
performed by the group
with unsurpassed intensity.
To complete the
spectrum of music, the
Beatles’ "I’m Down" and
Led Zepplin’s "Rock ’n’
Roll," a tune Heart has
used as a concert encore
since 1976.
The only true piece of
new music is "Strange
Euphoria," a fast-paced
song with a beat familiar to
many songs off "Bebe le
Strange."
It would be easy to
criticize Heart for going
the way so many groups
have in the past few years
in putting out a live album.
It seems every group feels
live LPs are the "in" thing.
Heart, however, has
put together an album
which covers a wide range
of musical styles that is
ultimately nostalgic as well
as foot-stompin’ rock ’n’
roll.
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Joe Sharino is expanding his horizons
But Sharino does have
something that he calls -a
stabilizing
influence
amidst this type of career"
- being a Christian.
Raised as a Catholic
for 18 years, he found inbetween
consistencies
Catholicism and the Bible,
like when the Pope said
Catholics couldn’t eat meat
on Friday. "Nowhere in the
Bible does it say that,"
Sharino said.

by Libby Lane
He is a local legend and
the legend may be
spreading. Joe Sharino has
been delighting south bay
audiences for years with
his rowdy sing -a -long
renditions of rock ’n roll
standards.
But if things continue
to go well for Sharino, his
fans may have to travel a
little farther or buy his
album to hear him in the
future.

weird."
In light of all the
feminine homage, Sharino
said he still prefers the
steady
monogamous
relationship he has with
one woman.
All in all, the bottom
line for Sharino’s success is
his ability to entertain; the
audience loves the show,
Sharino and his band love
doing it, and a good time is
had by all.

"I had to believe in one
or the other and decided
the Bible had been around
a lot longer than
Catholicism," he said.

25,
is
Sharino,
currently playing the Pine
Cone Lounge at the Sahara
Tahoe in South Lake Tahoe
from Dec. 1 through 13.
This engagement is
somewhat of a test. For,
although, several years
ago Sharino was a virtual
unknown in the Bay Area,
he must now prove himself
again in a world of
strangers, gamblers and
seekers of well-known
entertainment.
Sharino’s act depends
heavily on other people’s
music, but he also has a lot
of his own music. To date
he has written 120 original
songs and has just
recorded two of them: "A
Thief in the Night" and
"I’m Dancing as Fast as I
Can."

this point.

Sharino may be at
success’ gate, which he
defined as "record contracts, albums out in
Cincinnati and everywhere, concerts - any or
all of these." He said he
would consider anything at

Free-time and privacy
are also things Sharino
values. "Being on the road
for months on end does not
appeal to me very much
but I will do it if I have to,"
Sharino said, adding that,
"I’m fighting not to have it
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With some interruptions in schedule, Joe Sharino continues to play locally at
Fargo’s in Mountain View, the Parlor in Campbell and the Albatross in Santa
Cruz.
change my lifestyle."
"Privacy," he said,
"you have to guard it with
your life."
Although Sharino has
achieved some measure of
success, as his Spanish
style home overlooking the
ocean at Aptos would at-

test, he said he doesn’t
really know about success
because, "I haven’t been
there yet."
He does know, though,
that his role models aren’t
too good when he reads
about the careers of Janis
Joplin and Jimi Hendrix.

He attends a Bible
church regularly that is
essentially non -denominational.
He said he believes
that the Bible and its
beliefs should, ultimately,
get credit for "my music
and this house."
Besides being talented,
Sharino has a smile that
will "knock your socks off"
- and the women like him.
How does he deal with this
phenomenon of having
women always approaching him when he
entertains?
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"When it was first
happening, I went through
this huge ego trip, it’s
everyman’s dream."
But he realizes now,
"Maybe they love what
they think you are - you
just represent something.
It’s part of the job, it’s nice,
not bad, but you have to be
on the right road about it or
you’re going to get all

COFFEE HOUR
430 - 730
Mon - Fri
$1.09
DANCING
Fri & Sat
to

MIRAGE

’Aretha’ con tinues soulful brillia nce
by Greg Mlles
The name Aretha
Franklin conjures up
images of emotion, intensity and fire: the pure
essence of quality known as
soul.
Franklin has an incredible two dozen gold
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records and an astonishing
Awards,
10 Grammy
acknowledging herself as
and
outstanding
an
brilliant interpreter and
creator of music.
Franklin has been
known to fans and critics
alike as the "Queen of
Soul" for the past decade
and a half. Her contribution to contemporary
music is undeniable.
Franklin has recently
released an album entitled
"Aretha." Highlights on
this album include a

definitive version of the
Doobie Brothers’ "What a
Fool Believes," the revival
of Otis Redding’s "I Can’t
Turn You Loose" and new
tunes such as "Come To
Me," "Take Me With You,"
"Whatever It Is," "Love
Me Forever" and "United
Together," all of which
display the Franklin power
in its entirety.
In the album’s two best
songs, "United Together,"
and "Come To Me,"
Franklin’s creative skills
become
increasingly
evident.
The first displays the
joy she feels from being
united with that special
someone who it takes a
lifetime to find. The latter
displays the pain she feels
when her lover tells her
that he’s leaving.
In this album, Franklin
shows the power she has to
roll gospel and soul into one
and produce some of the

most unique love songs
ever produced.
The rest of the album is
pieced together with a
variety of love songs which
display Franklin’s talents
clearly.
Each of the remaining
singles seem to create the
images of love and pain
that will put the listener
into deep thoughts about

the complexities of
everyday relationships.
Since Franklin has
continued to improve her
soulful talents that have
produced many gold record
albums and numerous
Awards
Grammy
throughout her career,
there isn’t any reason that
her new album "Aretha"
shouldn’t continue to

Paolo ’s

Dress Code

Never a Cover
Parking Off Rear Patio
163 W. Santa Clara
Downtown Son Jose
295-2430

produce those million
dollar sales that have made
her the "Queen of Soul" for
the past 15 years.
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Devo: fading into mediocrity?
by Tom Mays
At one time, not too
long ago, Devo emerged
inconspicuously from the
Midwest with an avant
garde form of modern
music that seemed to
border on the edge of
success.
Disgruntled music fans
finally had an unusual
alternative, something to
pull them out of an inventive drought that began
to plague the commercial
rock scene.
Although Devo music
was unorthodox and ex-

the listener into oblivion, a
special place where no one
really cares what anyone
else thinks.
Devo is also known for
their nonsensical lyrics.
The songs project
images of absurdity,
vulgarity, immorality and
occasionally make some
superficial comment on
society or on some pseudoof
theory
Darwinian
evolution.
Their new album is no

While their lyrics are
strange
and
often
subliminal, their musical
style is still quite simple.
Most of the songs on
the new album stop
abruptly, unlike other
studio songs that fade out
so slowly it is hard to stay
awake.
It is a nice touch to add
to a beat that is jumpy and
spastic, and an excellent
device to keep one perpetually off guard.
Occasionally, their
keyboards and synthesizers compliment the
songs and add that special
touch of lunacy that makes
the listener want to jump
up and down like a tangled
puppet on a string.
In many cases,
however, the synthesizers
would seem much more
appropriate in a cheap
science fiction film that no
one goes to see.
Mark has a high,
restrained voice that falls
far short of actual talent.
Most of the time, he
sounds as if he is reciting
an oath in a nervous, alienlike monotone.
Regardless, his voice is
actually what brings the
strange,
whining extraterrestrial noise down to
earth.
What Devo displays on
their new album is that
they can be just as stuffy
and commercial as the
next band.
The album art is true to
form, however. If the songs
appear to be middle-of-theroad and sterile, the cover
photo somewhat makes up
for the bland musical effort.

girl you want."
"Whip It," one of the
tew Devo songs that has
been played with any
amount of regularity on
local radio stations, offers
lyrics that can be socially
harmful if taken seriously.
"It’s not too late/To
whip it/Whip it good."
Lead singer Mark
who, like other band
members, does not offer a
last name barks out his
orders like a sadistic
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tremely difficult to dance
to, it was fresh, frenzied
and completely original.
But like all novelties,
Devo has started to fade
into mediocrity.
On their third album,
"Freedom of Choice,"
Devo has packaged their
musical nonconformity
with dab
of disco,
repetition and other forms
of rock commercialism.
Their music is now
predictable and wellrehearsed, unlike the
spastic spontaneity
characteristic of their first
album.
How dull.
But the scrawny,
college-educated kids from
Akron, Ohio should not be
stringently compared to
their raw emergence into
the music scene and should
be given some credit.
They still possess an
unnerving power to send

-
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exception.
On the opening song,
"Girl You Want," a hardup, love-starved man gets
sensually bombarded by
the sight and smell of a
femme fatale.
"Look at you with your
mouth waterinnook at
you with your mind spinnin’/Why don’t we just
admit it’s all over/Just the

A RESTAURANT
FOR ALL REASONS
. Family Dining
Reasonable Pnces
Banquet Facilities
Unusual Desserts
Like Homemade
Warm Atmosphere
Relaxing on Weekends

military colonel attempting to break in some
new recruits.
The fast-paced beat is
catchy, but the blunt and
vulgar connotatons of the
words sound a bit sour and
repulsive.
Devo does not utilize
any stinging lead guitar
solos or heated drum rolls
to carry their songs.
Instead, band members mechanically pluck
strings, hit keys and pr,ess
buttons with just enough
frequency and rhythm to
make the audio impulses
flow methodically.

"Freedom of Choice"
is a relatively mediocre
album for Devo, and one
that will soon be forgotten.
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Woody Allen’s
newest movie
’bleak’ comedy
by Jackie Rae
Woody Allen seems to be experiencing a personality
crisis, and neither he nor his new movie "Stardust
Memories" seem able to transcend it.
Die-hard Woody Allen fans will still find much to
excite them in his latest effort. But others will be lost in
this obvious effort to transcend "the funny movie."
One thing is clear: Allen is determined to be a serious
film-maker and we had better get used to it.
In "Stardust Memories" he has made an effort at
blending his gift for humor with his obsession with the
darker side of life.
There are some wonderful scenes in the movie that
weave these two themes together. In one, Allen tries to
reassure his desperately neurotic girlfriend (Charlotte
Rampling ) while dressed in a friar’s costume. In the
background we see two nuns doing a song-and-dance
routine.
He uses this kind of style all through the film.
However, the overall effect of the film is bleak. Funny
lines are interwoven with oppressive black and white
photography, distorted wide-angle facial shots and
strange mural backdrops.
The main character, Sandy Bates (Allen I, is a highly
successful film-maker who is hounded throughout the
movie by ravenous fans who all want a chunk of his
celebrity hide. Sound familiar?
The problem is that the movie treads a thin line
between satire and sour grapes. Allen seems to be getting
even for all the flack he garnered for his attempt at
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tragedy in "Interiors."
Nowhere in the film is there a fan who is not neurotic,
greedy, callous or ugly ( faces that would fascinate
Fellini ).
Bates is being honored at a film festival in an eastern
resort town. In a surrealistic opening scene, Ile boards a
train to the summer resort. All of the passengers
resemble the cast from the "Night of the Living Dead."
Bates is overwhelmed by the sobriety of the people on
the train. He looks out the window and spots another train
on the next track filled with beautiful people laughing and
drinking champagne.
He tries in vain to get the conductor to exchange his
ticket as the train pulls away. This, it appears, is the story
of Bates’ life.
At the film festival, he is attracted by a moody
violinist called Daisy (Jessica Harper), who goes with a
film teacher from Columbia University. Aside from his
French girlfriend Isobel, Daisy is the only person Bates
can relate to. Never mind that she has lesbian tendencies
and the sense of humor of Sylvia Plath.
Isobel, on the other hand, is warm, loving and mature,
an ideal woman by most anyone’s standards. But Bates
doesn’t like what’s good for him.
If you haven’t figured it out by now, Bates in not a
sympathetic character. Neither are any of the other
characters in the film.
Although "Stardust Memories" is a flawed movie, it
is obviously a transition for Allen. He has grown
tremendously as a film-maker; this is evidenced by the
powerful use of dark visual images to contrast with the
comedy.
"Stardust Memories" proves that, ultimately,
comedy and tragedy come from the same source.
But in spite of the funny lines, the depressing quality
of the movie wins out. When viewers have forgotten the
lines, they will still remember the dark images.
The final effect is to leave the observer with a sense of
bleakness and no real understanding of what Allen was
trying to do. Is he giving the audience a screening of his
own exasperation with the dichotomy of life? If so, the
ending undermines the rest of the film.
Much like a person who reveals something deeply felt
and then attempts to cover it up as a big joke, Allen’s
ending is not convincing.
The ultimate test of an artist is to honestly reflect life.
All of the funny lines and technical innovativeness of
"Stardust Memories" can’t make up for the lack of
compassion that lies at the heart of it.
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Stevie’s ’July’ a true Wonder
by Jackie Rae
The irrepressible Stevie Wondei has been wooing
American hearts and setting our feet to tapping for almost
two decades now.
Some of us have measured out our lives in Stevie
Wonder albums. "Hotter Than .110 " is the sizzling new
release by the "Master Blaster" incarnate.
Rhythm, heart and joy seem to be second nature to
Wonder, and this latest album is the best expression of

Review
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John and Yoko:
down to earth
by David Jacob
Don’t be alarmed, but John Lennon’s new album is
Yoko Ono’s new album as well.
It’s called "Double Fantasy" on Geffen Records, and
although it is not a new fantasy in sound ( because it keeps
that Lennon rock and roll beat), it is a collection of up beat
music filled with some interesting lyric.
Unlike the recent Paul McCartney album, "McCartney II," this album shows a little thought and effort in
the making.
It used to be said that the Beatles could have made a
million dollars with a blank disc. McCartney might just as
well have done that instead of experimenting with his
music as a commercial venture.
Lennon offers much of his down-to-earth, New York
City energy without many surprises, and he doesn’t play
on his popular name alone.
On the other hand, Yoko’s "Every Man Has a Woman
Who Loves Him" builds to a crescendo of heavy breathing
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and less than subtle orgasm. But, whether it was orgasm
or art, or whether orgasm is art, it does not detract from
the production.
She sings differently, but well, and does not sell-out
the listener.
Yoko’s shriek-like style helps promote some new
adventure in what is obviously, to any follower, Lennon
influenced.
But her lyrics are easily catchy in the song "I’m
Moving On":
"When you were angry you had love in your eyes
when you were sad you had dream in your voice
but now you’re giving me your window smile
I’m moving on, moving on, it’s getting phony."

Although Yoko has a squeak in her voice that might
persuade some people into making quick judgments about
her unusual appeal, or lack of, she can become increasingly enjoyed as the listening continues.
The Lennon touch has never been flash and fiddles
backed by lusty orchestration, but his rhythmic guitars
are always exciting and not rusty from the idle years.
He has been living his life the way he wants to, and
expresses this viewpoint in some of the "Fantasy" tunes.
If someone has been waiting a few years to hear from
this Americanized, ex-Beatle, "Double Fantasy" is no
disappointment.
The softer songs, though not filled with a Jackson
Browne type drama, are contrasted nicely by some of the
more wacky sounds one might imagine while strolling
past the city lights.
Yoko’s "Kiss, Kiss, Kiss" merges with the traffic of
Times Square and then timidly bolts for space.
The last selection on side two contains the best Yoko
song, "Hard Times Are Gone," while the cover emphasizes the inclusion of Lennon’s hit tune "(Just Like)
Starting Over." But the best Lennon is not so easy to pick,
it’s all good.
There is definitely a quality in Lennon’s undertaking,
not just a desire for uninspired quantity. That is a sign of
his success.

those commodities that has come out in a long while.
This is an era when media saturation can make the
inventive sound "old hat" in a few short years.
A talented artist can struggle for years to develop an
original style, but after the ambitious record companies
get a hold of him for a while, it’s curtains.
They either hype him into the disco dust or abandon
him for the latest trendsetter.
Stevie Wonder has suffered his share of neglect over
the last few years as a result of the media blitz he garnered in the mid-’70s.
Maybe "Hotter Than July" is Wonder’s best answer
to that neglect. Fresh, soulful and above all exciting, the
songs range from the rousing reggae of "Master Blaster,"
to the romantic torch-like quality of "Lately."
The album also includes a joyous "Happy Birthday"
composition in honor of Martin Luther King’s birthday.
In "Cash in Your Face," Wonder deals head on with
the ugliness of racism.
"I graduated from Howard U.
My job is paying good money too.
And if you check on my resume,
You’ll fond they all wanted me to stay.
But/know what you’re gonna say.
I know what your bottomene Is.
You might have the cash -- but you
can not cash in your face,
We don’t want you loving here."
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Stevie Wonder has never been timid about addressing
hard-hitting social issues that affect blacks. He has used
his gifts to spread his optimism and faith in his people.
Over the years, Wonder has kept his integrity intact,
both musically and philosophically, despite the commercial nature of the music business.
It is this quality, combined with his enormous talents,
that will assure Stevie Wonder a permanent place in the
elusive world of American fame.
Stevie Wonder will be appearing at the San Francisco
Cow Palace on Dec. Sand 6. Since both shows are sold out,
an additonal show has been scheduled for Dec. 8 at the
Oakland Coliseum.

Classical concert
The SJSU Music
Department presents its
classical
annual
concert
scholarship
tomorrow night at 8:30 in
St. Joseph’s Church, 90 S.
Market St.
The concert will be
conducted jointly by Dr.
Archibeque,
Charlene
director of choral activities
at SJSU, and Joyce
Johnson -Hamilton, conductor of the SJSU Symphonic Orchestra.
The program will
Stravinsky’s
feature
"Symphony of Psalms"
and the "Magnificant" by
Bach. Also slated are

Gabrieli’s "In Ecclesiis"
and
Bruckner’s
"Te
Deum."
Featured soloists include
Jayne
Coates,
Deborah
Gwaltney,
Daneale Preshaw, Randy
Cooper and Dan Hoggatt.
Admission
to the
concert is $5 with an additional $5 charge for the
reception following next
door at the San Jose
Museum of Art, 110 S.
Market St.
Tickets are available
in advance from the SJSU
Music Department and
seating will be on a first
come, first served basis.
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